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(review and editorial) 

Arizona 
The Land and the People 

Tom Miller, editor. Sections by Steven W. Carothers, Alvin 
M. Josephy, Jr., Armando Miguelez, Tom Miller, Gary Paul 
Nabhan, Cecil Schwalbe, Thomas Sheridan, Larry Stevens, 
Stephen Trimble, Peter Warren. University of Arizona 
Press. Tucson. 297 pp. 1986. $35. 

[Your editor was perhaps singularly the worst choice for 
the University of Arizona Press to ask to review this 
"Complete Sourcebook on Arizona." Having grown up in 
Arizona, he finds the book striking such emotional chords 
that he can not limit his comments to the parts on the 
desert plants and ecology alone. He would have preferred 
to have reviewed the book prior to publication.] 

This book has a lot going for it- numerous full -color 
"Arizona Highways" style photographs, a good quality of 
slick paper, an attractive dust -jacket; and last but not least, 
it issues from one of the most prestigious of presses - 
undoubtedly the best for its subject matter. I rather like the 
well -written Indian section by Alvin M. Josephy, Jr. and the 
charming window onto the Sonoran Desert By Gary Paul 
Nabhan. The production manager of the press is to be 
complimented for an impeccable volume. 

Why, then do I not like the book? Have I required it to 
measure up to too high a standard to characterize the land 
and the people of the Arizona I love? Was I prejudiced to find 
a picture of Poison Ivy on page 132 labelled as Sycamore in 
fall colors? Did I object to a cluster of male pine strobili on 
page 56 being captioned a Ponderosa pine cone? Why didn't 
I pass over the photo of Foothills Palo Verde in bloom on 
page 99 instead of pointing out that it was really a Blue Palo 
Verde, a different species? What is wrong with having a 

Hedgehog cactus in bloom (page 94) in the chapter on the 

Sonoran Desert? Well, to begin with, the red -flowered 
species depicted is Echinocereus triglochidiatus, a plant of 
the high country above the Sonoran Desert, not part of it. 

Then I started to become a little critical. Was the photo 
on page 45 really of Lee's Ferry? It seemed more apt to be a 
stone cabin built adjacent to the actual ferry. The picture of 
Chandler Heights on page 86 looked more like an earth 
fissure. Was the caption meant as artistic sarcasm to indi- 
cate that the person depicted was on a height above a giant 
fissure which might someday engulf the region? If this was 
an inside joke it would probably not be laughed at by the 
Chandler Chamber of Commerce or the residents of Chan- 
dler Heights. The photo of upland forest on page 148 was so 
far "up" from the land that only the uppermost tips of the 
branches of two trees showed; it was unquestionably a 
picture of a rainbow; and on and on. There is no single 
spillway evident on page 242 unless one sarcastically saw 
the entire dam of an overfull Roosevelt Lake as an unin- 
tended spillway of a dam which when spilling directly over 
the dam would burst. On page 251 the "channelized Salt 
River" passing through Scottsdale is not the river at all but 
merely one of several man -made canals in the Salt River 
Valley. For decades major rains in central Arizona have 
made road crossings over the Salt impassable, necessitating 
a detour over the Tempe bridge to go from Mesa to 
Scottsdale, for example. If only the Salt could have been 
channelized! Is the caption perhaps again artistic sarcasm? 
If so, it is an example of something which occurs through- 
out the book: overstatement or exaggeration to the point of 
inaccuracy. 

Having been trained chiefly as a systematist, I have 
trouble with publications which go out of their way to rid 
themselves of structure in an attempt to substitute delight- 
fulness of presentation for organization. Try to find the 
bibliography in this "Complete Sourcebook on Arizona" or 
to locate a reference to a particular book. When you find 
them you will see the problem which also occurs through- 
out the rest of the book. Although the book's dust -jacket 
claims that "No other book provides as comprehensive an 
overview of Arizona . ," I find the volume a series of rather 
erratic vignettes. The philosophy seems too often to have 
been to jump into the story in the middle because it was 
exciting, back off, then jump in somewhere else, never 
circumscribing the whole. Perhaps this represents a mod- 
em trend in the editing of books. Perhaps the sense of 
immersing one's self into a place or a personal experience 

Continued on page 41 
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Abstract 
Successful management and restoration of any ecosys- 

tem requires knowledge of the habitat requirements of its 
component species, as manifested under natural or near - 
natural conditions. We measured abundances of common 
grasses in relation to environmental variables on an undis- 
turbed grassland and oak savannah preserve in southeast- 
ern Arizona. Major environmental gradients separating 
species were 1) slope angle and associated soil differences, 
2) distance above wash bottoms or floodplains, and 3) slope 
compass orientation and amount of oak canopy. Blue 
Grama (Bouteloua gracilis) was the most widespread and 
abundant species overall, but it reached highest densities 
on level lowlands, where it was dominant along with 
Sacaton (Sporobolus wrightii) and Vine Mesquite (Panicum 
obtusum). Sideoats Grama (B. curtipendula) was the most 
abundant species on steep slopes above floodplains and 
washes, regardless of tree canopy or slope compass orienta- 
tion. Level to gently rolling uplands were dominated by 
Blue Grama, Plains Lovegrass (Eragrostis intermedia ), and 
Wolftail (Lycurus phleoides). Plains Lovegrass in particular 
seems to be increasing on the study area compared to 
adjacent grazed sites. Steep and rocky uplands were domi- 
nated by Threeawns (Aristida spp.), Curly Mesquite 
(Hilaria belangeri ), and Sprucetop Grama (B. chondro- 
sioides). These species generally are characteristic of poor 
sites, and they were more common on grazed lands than on 
our study area. 

Perennial Grasses 3 

Introduction 
A recent editorial in Desert Plants (Crosswhite, 1985) 

stressed the importance of grasses in arid environments, 
and the need to better understand their potential as food for 
ourselves and our livestock. They have other values, too. In 
habitats where grasses are the dominant natural vegeta- 
tion, they also provide food and cover for wildlife and they 
protect precious arid land watersheds. 

The high plains and foothills of southeastern Arizona 
support a rich mixture of native perennial grasses, in hab- 
itats ranging from open grassland to savannah and wood- 
land dominated by Oak (Quercus) and Juniper (Juniperus). 
Much of this region was severely damaged by drought and 
livestock grazing in the late 1800's (Hastings and Turner, 
1965; Bahre, 1977), making reconstruction of prehistoric 
ecological conditions difficult. Cattle grazing remains the 
primary land -use of the area today, but the future history of 
the region is being written currently by real estate devel- 
opers. A favorable climate and human migration patterns 
foretell the ever -increasing trend toward suburbanization, 
as more and more of us colonize the sunbelt (Baker et al., 
1981; McCarthy, 1981). 

Livestock exclosures have particular value for determin- 
ing the natural ecological state of species that are widely 
and perennially affected by domestic grazers (e.g., Moir, 
1972; Turner et al., 1980). The Appleton -Whittell Research 
Sanctuary is a 3160 -hectare preserve in Santa Cruz County, 
Arizona. It is managed by the National Audubon Society. It 
has been protected from livestock grazing and other distur- 
bance since 1968. In 1983 we measured the distribution and 
abundance of dominant grass species on the sanctuary, in 
relation to major environmental variables. Objectives of 
the study were 1) to describe the habitats of these species 
under comparatively undisturbed conditions, and 2) to 
define major environmental gradients on the site, and the 
composition of grasslands associated with them. Some 
details of our methods and results will be of interest prima- 
rily to professional biologists and land managers, but we 
believe the species accounts will be valuable to all inhab- 
itants of southwestern grasslands interested in protecting 
and restoring their lands. 

Methods 
The study area lies on the Sonoita Plain, a region of 

grassland and oak savannah between the Santa Rita and 
Huachuca Mountains. Elevations range from 1400 to 1560 
meters. Mean minimum January temperature is -1.7C and 
mean maximum June temperature 32.4C. Precipitation 
averages 43 cm /year, with nearly two thirds of this amount 
falling in July, August, and early September. Predominant 
soils of the sanctuary are gravelly loams of the White House 
and Bernardino series (Richardson et al., 1979), with scat- 
tered calcareous soils associated with limestone outcrops. 

We measured vegetation cover (by species) and physical 
environmental characteristics in July- August, 1983, on 132 
circular plots 12 meters in diameter. The plots were located 
at 50 -meter intervals along transects set out in a systematic 
fashion to include the major grassland and savannah hab- 
itats of the site: 1) lowland floodplains, washes, and 
benches, 2) slopes with and without oak (Quercus emoryi 
and Q. arizonica ), and 3) upland grasslands with scattered 



Oak Savannah. 

low shrubs (especially Baccharis pteronioides and Hap - 
lopappus tenuisectus) and small Mesquite (Prosopis juli- 
flora ). Botanical nomenclature follows that of Kearney and 
Peebles (1960) and Gould (1973). 

Two 12 -meter transects were set out on each of the 132 
plots, along the north -south and east -west axes. At 0.5 -m 
intervals along the transects we recorded: 1) canopy cover- 
age, by species, of all trees and shrubs, 2) basal area ground 
cover, by species, of all herbs and grasses, and 3) in the 
absence of live ground cover, the presence of litter, bare 
soil, or rock. These data were converted to percentages of 
the 48 points sampled per plot. 

Elevation of each plot was taken from topographic maps. 
We also estimated vertical distance above the nearest major 
wash or floodplain. Slope angle and orientation were mea- 
sured across each plot from the highest to the lowest points 
on its perimeter, using a hand -held clinometer and com- 
pass. Finally, a surface soil sample (about 15cc) was col- 
lected from the center of each plot for later analyses of color 
and texture. In the laboratory, the color of each sample was 
rated in terms of chroma (departure from neutral gray), hue 
(red- yellow continuum), and value (lightness), using stand- 
ard Munsell color charts. Chroma proved to be a particu- 
larly reliable indicator of the presence of limestone soils 
that were grayer in color than the reddish -yellow loams. 
Next, the soil samples were mixed with a 10% solution of 
hydrogen peroxide and dried in an oven for 48 hrs at 70C, to 
break apart aggregated particles. Soils then were sifted 
through a series of graded sieves to determine percent 
gravel (particles > 2 mm), percent sand (0.5 -2mm), per- 

centsilt (0.002 -0.05 mm) and percent clay (.x0.002 mm). An 
overall soil texture index was calculated as: ( < %a clay) + 
2(% silt) + 3(% sand). 

We calculated product moment correlation coefficients 
between abundances of the 19 most common grasses on the 
132 plots and each of 19 environmental variables (Table 1). 

These correlations, which can range from +1.0 to -1.0, 
indicate the degree of positive or negative association be- 
tween the abundance of a grass species and a particular 
environmental feature. These correlations were used as 
ecological descriptors of the species in order to group them 
into natural assemblages through the process of single - 
linkage cluster analysis (UPGMA method; see Rohlf et al., 
1972). Based upon the major groupings that emerged from 
this analysis, we were able to recognize six major grassland 
habitat types comprising the study area, and to calculate 
the abundances of each grass species in those habitats. 

Species Accounts 
Correlations between grass species abundances and en- 

vironmental variables generally were low, although many 
were highly statistically significant because of the large 
sample sizes involved (Table 1). Of 361 correlations (19 
species x 19 variables), 101 were statistically significant at 
the 95% level of probability, and 55 of these were signifi- 
cant at the 99% level. In many cases grass species were 
common on plots with certain characteristics (e.g., steep 
slopes), but they occurred on relatively few of the plots with 
those attributes. This may have been due to chance, given 
the small sizes of the plots, or due to some other prohibitive 



Table 1. Correlations between abundances of grass species and 19 environmental variables. Data from 132 12 -meter diameter plots on the 
Appleton -Whittell Research Sanctuary in southeastern Arizona. 

Variable 

Elevation 
Distance above 
floodplain 

Slope: angle 
degrees s of n 

degrees w of e 

Soil characteristics: 
% gravel 

% sand 
% silt 
% clay 
texture index 
color (hue) 

color (value) 

color (chroma) 

Ground cover: 
% rock 
% bare soil 
% litter 
% vegetated 

Tree canopy ( %) 

Shrub canopy ( %) 

Blue 
Grama 

Hairy 
Grama 

Sideoats 
Grama 

Sprucetop 
Grama 

Black 
Grama 

Plains 
Lovegrass 

Arizona 
Cottontop 

Curly 
Mesquite Wolftail 

Poverty 
Threeawn 

-0.14 0.09 -0.09 0.30" -0.19' 0.36' -0.25" 0.16" 0.10 0.02 

-0.31" 0.08 -0.17 0.28 -0.03 0.29" -0.25" 0.22' 0.31" 0.06 

-0.37' 0.05 0.65" -0.10 0.05 -0.12 -0.06 0.01 -0.19' 0.01 

-0.29" 0.04 -0.04 0.17' 0.16' 0.06 0.02 0.27" -0.12 0.04 

0.03 0.06 0.04 -0.18' -0.07 -0.11 -0.01 0.04 -0.03 0.04 

-0.28" -0.15 0.39" 0.14 0.14 -0.11 -0.09 0.02 -0.05 -0.06 
-0.13 -0.17' 0.35" -0.09 0.08 -0.12 0.05 -0.17' -0.04 -0.10 

0.01 0.22" -0.18' 0.06 <0.01 0.02 -0.10 0.28" -0.23" 0.12 

0.16 -0.03 -0.22" 0.03 -0.09 0.12 0.04 -0.10 0.29" -0.01 
-0.22' -0.07 0.36" -0.07 0.10 -0.16' 0.03 -0.04 -0.16' -0.04 

0.15 0.06 0.02 <0.01 -0.05 0.12 -0.09 -0.12 -0.04 -0.03 
-0.15 -0.01 -0.14 0.17' -0.08 0.21' 0.15 -0.09 0.06 -0.11 
-0.04 0.11 -0.28" 0.28" -0.29" 0.23" 0.03 0.28" 0.19' 0.12 

-0.51" 0.19' 0.07 0.26" 0.12 -0.13 -0.22" 0.28" -0.01 -0.01 
0.10 0.05 -0.37" 0.05 -0.06 -0.03 -0.16' -0.09 0.14 0.16' 
0.15 - 0.24" 0.21' -0.26" -0.10 0.12 0.22" -0.40" -0.15 -0.26" 
0.36" 0.01 0.01 -0.05 0.03 0.05 0.17' 0.09 0.06 -0.18' 

-0.08 -0.08 0.21' -0.09 -0.06 0.24" -0.05 -0.12 -0.07 -0.09 
-0.09 -0.09 0.01 0.13 -0.06 0.21' -0.11 0.08 0.33" 0.01 

Variable 

Elevation 
Distance above 

foodplain 
Slope: angle 

degrees s of n 
degrees w of e 

Soil Characteristics: 
% gravel 
% sand 
% silt 
% clay 
texture index 
color (hue) 
color (value) 
color (chroma) 

Ground cover: 
% rock 
% bare soil 
% litter 
% vegetated 

Tree canopy ( %) 
Shrub canopy (%) 

* *P -0.01 

Spidergrass 
Purple 

Threeawn 
Vine 

Mesquite 
Hall's 

Panic Grass Sacaton 
Cane 

Beardgrass 
Texas 

Bluestem Tanglehead Bullgrass 

0.02 -0.05 0.03 -0.02 -0.24" 0.16' 0.17' 0.07 0.16' 

0.04 0.31" -0.14 -0.02 -0.30" 0.11 0.06 -0.08 -0.09 
-0.02 -0.04 -0.20' 0.06 -0.17' -0.08 0.25" 0.16' 0.21' 
-0.10 -0.09 -0.06 0.09 -0.13 0.19' -0.24" 0.27" -0.21" 
-0.08 0.12 0.13 0.24" 0.04 -0.12 0.08 -0.02 0.04 

0.05 0.09 -0.10 -0.01 -0.25" -0.06 0.03 0.06 0.01 
0.07 -0.05 -0.11 0.01 -0.19' 0.02 0.05 0.13 -0.02 

-0.12 -0.01 0.06 0.01 0.09 -0.03 0.04 -0.16' 0.07 
0.05 0.06 0.06 -0.03 0.13 0.01 -0.10 <0.01 -0.06 
0.03 -0.07 -0.10 0.03 -0.18' <0.01 0.09 0.10 0.02 

-0.15 0.08 0.06 0.03 -0.02 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.07 
0.12 -0.10 0.13 -0.03 -0.04 -0.04 0.05 0.16' <0.01 
0.06 -0.16' -0.04 0.10 -0.23" 0.11 -0.03 -0.09 -0.09 

-0.08 0.21' -0.24' 0.07 -0.20' -0.16' 0.05 0.04 -0.11 
-0.10 0.01 -0.18' 0.09 0.06 0.02 -0.14 -0.13 -0.19' 

0.14 -0.20' 0.29" -0.14 0.11 0.06 0.18' -0.04 0.25" 
0.03 -0.01 -0.11 <0.01 0.17' 0.10 -0.16' 0.13 0.01 

0.14 -0.09 -0.06 -0.05 0.05 -0.02 0.39 -0.04 0.49" 
0.12 -0.01 -0.13 0.02 -0.11 0.03 -0.05 -0.02 -0.03 

characteristics of the unoccupied plots. In any event, we 
interpret significant correlations as reflective of real hab- 
itat requirements or preferences of the species, and the 
following accounts are based largely upon those correla- 
tions. 

Blue Grama (Bouteloua gracilis). This was the com- 
monest grass sampled on the sanctuary, and also on adja- 
cent grazed lands (Bock et al., 1984). It is the dominant grass 
species over much of the shortgrass prairie in North 
America (Detling, 1979). Blue Grama is widely distributed 
in Arizona, in many habitats between 4,000 and 8,000 feet 
elevation (Humphrey, 1970). Blue Grama occurred on 81 of 
our 132 plots, at an average abundance of 17.6% ground 
cover. It was particularly abundant in well- vegetated 
floodplains and washes, as well as on low benches and level 
uplands. It was more common on plots with relatively 
fine -textured soils with little exposed rock. 

Hairy Grama ( Bouteloua hirsuta). This species was 
widespread on the sanctuary, but rarely was the dominant 
ground cover. Our analysis revealed few predictors of this 
grass (Table 1), as it occurred in all major habitats except 
floodplains and washes. It was most common on silty soils 
with much exposed rock. Nicholson and Bonham (1977) 
found that Hairy Grama was more common than Blue 
Grama in the early 1970's, which definitely was not the 
case in 1983. Hairy Grama may be less common on the 
sanctuary today than it was when cattle were first removed. 
This finding is unexpected, since Hairy Grama is less 
resistant to cattle grazing than Blue Grama (Humphrey, 
1970). 

Sideoats Grama (Bouteloua curtipendula). This wide- 
spread species was most abundant on relatively steep 
slopes (see also Nicholson and Bonham, 1977), where it 
often grew on coarse gray soils associated with limestone 



Blue Grama Grass (Bouteloua gracilis). 

Hairy Grama Grass (Bouteloua hirsuta). 



Sideoats Grama Grass (Bouteloua curtipendula). 

outcrops. However, it also was locally common in washes 
and on low benches. Sideoats Grama often grew in dense, 
nearly pure stands with much litter accumulation, espe- 
cially on lower slopes in the oak savannah. 

Students of grasslands traditionally have classified 
species as increasers, decreasers, or invaders, depending 
upon their responses to grazing by domestic livestock. Both 
Blue Grama and Sideoats Grama have been listed as in- 
creasers (e.g., Weaver, 1954), although Humphrey (1970) 
suggested that Sideoats Grama is less resistant to grazing 
than Blue Grama. Risser et al. (1981) caution against use of 
the increaser / decreaser terminology, and illustrate their 
point using Sideoats Grama. In the tallgrass prairies of 
Kansas, Sideoats Grama has been shown to increase in the 
presence of grazing, but this is not the case farther west. 
Perhaps the most serious flaw with the increaser terminol- 

Sprucetop Grama Grass (Bouteloua chondrosioides). 

ogy is that some increasers do not actually produce more 
biomass or propagate under grazing pressure from domestic 
animals. Rather, they simply are able to resist destruction 
by the activities of domestic grazers more successfully than 
other grasses (the "decreasers ") in the same habitats. 
Sideoats Grama may be most abundant on steep slopes 
because cattle tend to avoid these areas. This could explain 
why, in the absence of cattle, it now is moving onto our 
study sites on lowland benches and washes. 

Sprucetop Grama ( Bouteloua chondrosioides). This is a 
southwestern species, occurring in Arizona, west Texas, 
and northern Mexico. At our study site it was most com- 
mon on rolling upland plots and on steeper south -facing 
slopes. It was not very abundant, but it reached maximum 
densities on relatively poor sites with much exposed rock 
and sparse litter accumulation. It did not occur on limes- 
tone soils. Humphrey (1970) lists Sprucetop Grama as 
occurring most commonly on rocky slopes and rolling open 
grasslands. It is of low stature, and may compete poorly 
with taller species that become common on better sites. In 
an earlier study comparing the sanctuary with adjacent 
rangeland (Bock et al., 1984), we found Sprucetop Grama to 
be more abundant on grazed than on protected pastures. 

Black Grama ( Bouteloua eriopoda). This species is more 
typical of desert grassland at elevations lower than our 
study area (Humphrey, 1970). We found it mainly on low 
south -facing slopes, as might be expected of a species 
growing near its upper elevational limits. In these sites it 
sometimes occurred in small but very dense stands, often 



Plains Lovegrass (Eragrostis intermedia). 

on gray soils associated with limestone outcrops. 

Plains Lovegrass (Eragrostis intermedia). This important 
species declined historically in Arizona under the pressure 
of livestock grazing (Humphrey, 1970); it has increased 
dramatically on the Appleton -Whittell Research Sanctuary 
since cattle were removed in 1968 (Bock et al., 1984). Parts 
of nearby Fort Huachuca have been ungrazed since the early 
1950's, and here Plains Lovegrass often occurs in dense, 
nearly pure stands. We anticipate that this will occur on our 
study site as post -grazing ecological succession continues. 

Plains Lovegrass was widespread on the sanctuary in 
1983, although we rarely found it growing at very high 
densities. It had a curiously biomodal distribution on our 
study plots. It was most common on gently rolling slopes 
and level uplands with scattered shrubs and fine -textured, 
bright yellow -red loamy soils. However, it also was locally 
abundant on steeper slopes directly under the canopy of oak 
trees. This latter distribution may be explained by the fact 
that Eragrostis intermedia produces large loose fruiting 
stalks that detach and tumble across the landscape in late 
summer. These tend to tangle in the branches of oaks, 
perhaps causing seeds to be deposited under the trees. Even 
on the uplands, Plains Lovegrass often was found growing 
under shrubs, where the seeds can accumulate in the same 
manner. 

Arizona Cottontop (Trichachne californica). This 
species is referred to as Digitaria californica by Gould 
(1973) and others. We follow the taxonomy used by Cable 

Wolftail Grass ( Lycurus phleoides). 

(1979) and by Kearney and Peebles (1960). Arizona Cotton - 
top is a lower elevation grass that we found only in- 
frequently on the sanctuary. It usually occurred on lowland 
plots with fine soils, little exposed rock, and good litter 
accumulations. However, we found this species in so few 
places (only 11 to 132 plots) that we are reluctant to 
conclude much about its overall habitat requirements. In 
his monograph on the species, Cable (1979) found that 
Arizona Cottontop did best in unshaded sites, although it 
responded well to the nutrient accumulations found under 
Mesquite trees. He found that it grew well on most 
Whitehouse series soils, as well as in limestone areas. 

Curly Mesquite (Hilaria belangen). This hardy sodgrass 
was widespread and locally abundant on our study area, 
especially on rolling uplands and south -facing treeless 
slopes. It was most common on plots with much exposed 
rock and sparse litter. These soils tended to be high in silt, 
low in sand, and rich in color. In an interesting discussion, 
Humphrey (1970) points out that this grass is among the 
most resistant to grazing, and that pure stands indicate 
overgrazing. Our results strongly support this conclusion. 
Along with Sprucetop Grama, Curly Mesquite grew best at 
the sanctuary on poor, rocky sites, and it was more com- 
mon on adjacent grazed pastures. Curly Mesquite may have 
considerable value in land restoration because it spreads by 
stolons and may form a soil -stabilizing mat rather quickly. 

Wolftail (Lycurus phleoides). This species was widely 
distributed but rarely abundant on our plots; it never grew 
in pure stands. It was most common on upland mesas, 



Curly Mesquite Grass (Hilaria belangeri). 

where soils were fine -textured and rich in color (i.e., not 
associated with limestone outcrops). In these sites it often 
grew under a shrub canopy, especially of Baccharis 
pteronioides. 

Poverty Threeawn (Aristida divaricata). This grass does 
well on poor soils with little vegetation cover; it appears to 
be a poor competitor and a successful bare -ground col- 
onizer. On our study plots, the only predictor of this species 
was a general lack of vegetation or litter, and an abundance 
of bare ground. 

Purple Threeawn (Aristida purpurea). This species is at 
its upper elevational limit on our study area (Humphrey, 
1970). It occurred on 24% of our plots, but rarely in great 
abundance. The densest stands grew on rocky upland sites 
associated with limestone outcrops and sparse litter ac- 
cumulations. A related species, Spidergrass (Aristida ter - 
nipes ), was rare, rather widely distributed on the sanctuary, 
and showed no significant associations with any of the 
environmental parameters we measured (Table 1). 

Vine Mesquite (Panicum obtusum). This species was 
patchily distributed across our study plots, but it frequently 
grew in dense, almost pure, stands. These stands most often 
occurred on level ground or even in swales, on plots with- 
out exposed rocks. Such plots usually were in floodplains, 
but occasionally were on level uplands. Humphrey (1970: 
p. 121) similarly describes the habitat of Vine Mesquite as 
"swales, mud flats, lowlands, ... and along drainages." 

Hall's Panic Grass (Panicum hallii). This grass was un- 
common and widely scattered across our study area. The 
only significant correlation we found was a tendency for it Threeawn Grass (Aristida sp.) 
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Cane Beardgrass (Bothriochloa barbinodis). Tanglehead Grass (Heteropogon contortus). 
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Table 2. Abundances of perennial grasses in various habitats on the Research Ranch in August, 1983. Data are from 132 12 -meter diameter 
plots. 

Average percent basal area ground cover 

Species Floodplains Low Level Level Rolling N- facing S- facing 
and washes benches uplandsa uplands slopes slopes 

Blue Grama 23.9 21.6 15.4 2.6 5.9 3.6 
Hairy Grama 0 1.1 0.5 1.8 1.7 1.9 
Sideoats Grama 5.7 6.4 1.7 1.3 10.8 9.7 
Sprucetop Grama 0 1.8 2.4 6.3 1.3 4.5 
Black Grama 1.3 0.5 0.6 1.7 1.3 2.9 
Plains Lovegrass 0.6 2.2 5.3 7.2 2.8 2.4 
Arizona Cottontop 4.9 0 0.6 0 0 1.4 
Curly Mesquite 0 0.7 0.8 11.7 5.2 9.1 
Wolftail 0 0.4 4.3 3.1 1.2 0.5 
Poverty Threeawn 0 0 0.6 0.3 1.2 1.1 
Spidergrass 0.2 0.4 0.4 0 0.2 0.1 
Purple Threeawn 0 0 4.3 1.7 3.2 0.8 
Vine Mesquite 4.5 1.3 2.4 0 0 0 

Hall's Panic Grass 0 0 0.3 0.5 0.5 0.2 
Sacaton 6.0 0.2 0 0 0 0 

Cane Beardgrass 0.3 0 1.8 0.2 0.1 0.5 
Texas Bluestem 0 0 0.4 0 2.1 0.1 
Tanglehead 0.5 0.2 0 0 0 1.9 
Bullgrass 0.1 0 0 0 1.2 0.1 

a'slopes , 2 °. 

to occur on west -facing slopes (Table 1). It occupied so few 
of our plots (10 of 132) that even this association must 
remain doubtful. This species is highly sensitive to grazing 
(Humphrey, 1970). We suspect that it still is in the process 
of recolonizing the sanctuary and that it may be some time 
before its habitat preferences are fully expressed. 

Sacaton (Sporobolus wrightii). This very tall bunchgrass 
grows in dense stands almost exclusively on "alluvial flats 
and bottomlands subject to flooding" (Humphrey, 1970). It 
is today the dominant plant growing across broad lowland 
floodplains of the sanctuary. It was most abundant on level 
plots with fine soils and little exposed rock. At one time 
this grass covered millions of acres in the Southwest with 
its luxuriant growth. However, changes in the major drain- 
ages of southern Arizona, due largely to human activities, 
have greatly reduced both the quality and extent of these 
stands (Cox et al., 1983). Today this extraordinary grass 
occupies only a remnant of its former range. The stands on 
the Appleton -Whittell Research Sanctuary are among the 
finest remaining. In other work, we have learned that this 
grass is highly adapted to fire and that it serves as important 
cover for wildlife (Bock and Bock, 1978, 1979). 

Cane Beardgrass (Bothriochloa barbinodis). This species 
was neither widespread nor locally abundant, although it 
was a conspicuous plant in certain areas because of its 
height. It was most common on level to gently sloping 
uplands with south -facing exposures and an absence of 
surface rocks. 

Texas Bluestem (Schizachyrium cirratus). This species 
grew mostly on steep north -facing slopes under oak canopy, 
as appears to be the case generally in Arizona (Humphrey, 
1970). It was most common on higher elevation slopes 
with much litter and generally sparse vegetation. We often 
found it growing in small, nearly pure, stands. Along with 
Plains Lovegrass, it is a dominant species on parts of nearby 

Fort Huachuca that have been protected from livestock 
grazing for over 30 years. Therefore it may increase in 
abundance and distribution on the Appleton -Whittell Re- 
search Sanctuary as post -grazing changes continue. 

Tanglehead (Heteropogon contortus). This species ap- 
pears to be near its upper elevational limit in our study area 
(Humphrey, 1970), where it was rare and largely restricted 
to south -facing slopes. We usually found it growing in 
dense, nearly monotypic stands. 

Bullgrass (Muhlenbergia emersleyi). This tall coarse 
bunchgrass was neither widespread nor locally dense on the 
sanctuary. However, it was a predictable component of the 
plant community growing under oak canopy on higher 
north -facing slopes. 

Habitat Relationships 
What general patterns of vegetation distribution emerged 

from this study? We approached this question in two ways. 
First, we grouped the species by a method called cluster 
analysis, based upon the similarities (correlations) of their 
associations with the environmental variables (Table 1). 

Results of this analysis allowed us to recognize groups of 
species that appeared to share the same sorts of habitat 
requirements or preferences. However, some of these 
species were much more common than others, and the 
cluster analysis method gave us no clear picture of the 
relative importance of the different species in different 
parts of the study area. To examine this, we applied a 
second approach: dividing the 132 plots into what we 
perceived to be the major habitat types on the study area, 
and then calculating the average ground cover for each of 
the grasses in each of those habitats (Table 2). 

Single -linkage cluster analysis grouped the 19 grass 
species into five ecological assemblages, labelled A -E in 



Low bench with dense stand of Blue Grama Grass 
(Bouteloua gracilis). 

Floodplain with Sacaton Grass (Sporobolus wrightii). 



Upland Mesa. 

Figure 1. This sort of figure is called a dendrogram (literally 
"tree diagram ") because it resembles a tree lying on its side. 
The individual grasses represent the branch tips. Species 
with similar ecological requirements are represented by 
closely connected upper branches, while dissimilar species 
are connected only through lower branches or the trunk. 
For example, and referring to the figure, Blue Grama and 
Sacaton were very similar, while both were very different 
from Wolftail and Cane Beardgrass. 

The clusters of species shown in Figure 1 are based on 
similarities of their associations with the 19 environmen- 
tal parameters we measured (Table 1), and they reflect the 
species' relative abundances along major environmental 
gradients in the study area. Species in groups A -C all were 
most abundant in lowland floodplains and washes, or on 
adjacent slopes. Species comprising the second major stem 
of the dendrogram (groups D and E; Figure 1) were those 
most abundant in the upland plains. 

Blue Grama and Sacaton had very similar habitat prefer- 
ences. Together with Vine Mesquite and Arizona Cotton - 
top, they made up a group of species (A) most strongly 
associated with level floodplains and washes. The associa- 
tion between Shacaton and Blue Grama might seem sur- 
prising. While Blue Grama was very widely distributed in 
our study area, it reached maximum development in the 
lowland sites. Blue Grama is very tolerant of grazing and 
trampling by domestic livestock, and many places in 
southeastern Arizona now dominated by Blue Grama may 
once have been Sacaton stands (Cox et al., 1983). 

Species in group B (Figure 1) were most abundant on steep 

Si milarity( r) 
-.2 0 .2 .4 .fì .ü 1.0 

Blue grama 
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Tanglehead 
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Poverty threeawn 
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Figure 1. Single- linkage cluster analysis of the 19 most 
common grasses on the Appleton - Whittell Research 
Sanctuary, based on their correlations with 19 environ- 
mental variables (Table 1). Copenetic correlation = 
0.769. 
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slopes, especially under oaks. Texas Bluestem and Bullgrass 
were virtually restricted to north -facing plots with an oak 
canopy, while Sideoats Grama was more widely distrib- 
uted. Spidergrass was only weakly associated with this 
group, and in fact showed no strong habitat associations 
(Table 1). Black Grama and Tanglehead were very different 
from all of the other grasses, being largely restricted to low 
elevations and dry, south -facing slopes (group C). 

Among the species that were most abundant in upland 
semidesert grassland, those in group E were more common 
on relatively level sites with fine -textured soils and little 
exposed rock. Plains Lovegrass and Wolftail in particular 
were associated with rich, reddish yellow soils, and often 
grew under or near shrubs. These species were much more 
abundant on the sanctuary than on adjacent grazed lands 
(Bock et al., 1984). By contrast, species in group D (Figure 1) 

generally were more common on rocky, poorly vegetated 
sites, often with south -facing exposures. Included in group 
D are species typical of disturbed sites (e.g., Poverty 
Threeawn), and two species significantly more abundant 
on grazed areas adjacent to the sanctuary (Sprucetop Grama 
and Curly Mesquite). 

We were able to recognize six major habitat types that 
comprised most of the landscape in our study area. Some 
species, such as Blue Grama, were common in several of 
these habitats, while others, such as Sacaton or Texas 
Bluestem, were largely restricted to one or two (Table 2). 
These six habitats and their dominant grass species were as 
follows: 

1) floodplains and washes, dominated by Blue Grama, 
Sacaton, and, more locally, Vine Mesquite; 

2) low -level benches, often supporting nearly pure 
stands of Blue Grama, or a mixture of Blue Grama and 
Sideoats Grama; 

3) level uplands, where the most abundant species were 
Blue Grama, Plains Lovegrass, Wolftail, and, in poorer 
limestone sites, Purple Threeawn; 

4) rolling uplands, usually rocky, dominated by Curly 
Mesquite, Plains Lovegrass, and Sprucetop Grama; 

5) north -facing slopes with a partial oak canopy, where 
Sideoats Grama, Blue Grama, and Plains Lovegrass were 
the most important species; and 

6) south -facing slopes, dominated by Curly Mesquite, 
Sideoats Grama, and Sprucetop Grama. 

It is difficult to predict exactly the sorts of vegetational 
changes that will occur on the sanctuary as post -grazing 
ecological succession continues. It seems likely that short 
grasses such as Sprucetop Grama, Hairy Grama, Curly 
Mesquite, and Poverty Threeawn will decline, or become 
increasingly restricted to sites with poor soils. There is 
some reason to suspect that all the Grama species eventu- 
ally will decrease in abundance. While the Sonoita Plains 
are generally classed as Grama grassland, this may be an 
artifact of historical patterns of grazing by domestic lives- 
tock. Bison were not present in this area, at least for the past 
10,000 years (Paul Martin, pers. comm.), so that species less 
tolerant of grazing may have dominated these plains until 
relatively recent historic times. Parts of nearby Fort 
Huachuca have been ungrazed since the early 1950's. In 
some places the common grasses no longer are Grama 
species but rather are such species as Plains Lovegrass, 

Tanglehead, and Texas Bluestem. 
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Moth Pollinated 
Ipomoea longifolia 
(Convolvulaceae) 

Daniel F. Austin 
Florida Atlantic University 

Austin Ipomaea longifolia 15 

Linsley et al. (1956), Butler (1967) and Lazier and 
Linsley (1974) reported that Ipomoea longifolia had 
matinal flowering and was pollinated by the oligolec- 
tic bee Ptilothrix sumichrasti (Cresson). They also 
reported visits to the blossoms by Melitoma segmen- 
taria (Fabricius) [= Melitoma euglossoides Lepeltier 
and Serville]. On the basis of these publications, 
Austin (1978) concluded that this morning glory was 
similar to the allied species Ipomoea pandurata (L.) 
Meyer and Ipomoea leptophylla Torrey. 

During July of 1984 I examined Ipomoea longifolia 
in Arizona and I. leptophylla in the southern Great 
Plains. Study of these two species in several locations 
confirmed the bee pollination of Ipomoea lep- 
tophylla in the Great Plains as previously recorded by 
Linsley (1960). The field study did not, however, 
confirm the bee pollination of Ipomoea longifolia. 

Plants of Ipomoea longifolia were studied in 
southwestern Cochise County, Arizona, near the en- 
trance to the Coronado National Monument. An 
examination of flower structure and an evening visit 
indicated that the flowers of this morning glory were 
nocturnal. This made it apparent that bee pollination 
was unlikely. Flowers were then checked at dawn on 
19 July for pollen and moth scales were found (Table 
I). Moreover, the flowers were almost completely 
closed by shortly after 6:00 a.m. and the pollen was 
gone from most anthers. Three other species of white 
flowered plants potentially pollinated by moths were 
in the immediate vicinity of the Ipomoea. Those 
plants were Oenothera, Argemone, Datura mete - 
loides. 

From these data it must be concluded that the 
previous reports of bee pollination of Ipomoea bon- 
gifolia were in error. The morning glory species actu- 
ally visited and reported by previous authors remains 
unknown because vouchers were not made. It is now 
concluded that Ipomoea longifolia is a nocturnal 
moth flower and not a matinal flower with oligolectic 
Anthophorid bee relationships as are the close rela- 
tives Ipomoea pandurata and I. leptophylla. - 
Daniel F. Austin, Department of Biological Sciences, 
Florida Atlantic University, Boca Raton, FL 33431. 

Table 1. Study of Ipomoea longifolia flowers in Cochise Co., 
Arizona. The figures with a plus sign ( + ) showed either moth scales 
or pollen as indicated. The figures with a minus sign ( -) lacked 
scales or pollen. There was a mile between each site. 

Sites Scales Pollen gone Pollen present 

Site 1 3+ 3- 0 
Site 2 3+ 3- 0 
Site 3 6 +, 3- 6- 3+ 
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Effects of Dried 
Sewage Sludge 
on Forage 
Production 
From Barley 
Genotypes in the 
Sonoran Desert1 
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Abstract 
From 1976 through 1977, experiments were conducted at 

Mesa, Arizona to compare the growth and forage produc- 
tion from 16 barley (Hordeum vulgare L.) genotypes when 
grown with dried sewage sludge and inorganic fertilizers 
from commercial sources. In December of each year, at 
planting time, three fertilizer treatments were applied: (1) 

recommended rates of nitrogen (N), phosphorus (P), and 
potassium (K) for barley in Arizona (160 kg /ha N from urea, 
81 kg /ha P from treble super -phosphate, and no K was 
recommended), (2) 10 metric t/ha of sewage sludge from the 
Phoenix, Arizona Sewage Treatment Plant consisting of 16 
kg /t N, 31 kg /t P205, and 3.6 kg /t K2O, and (3) inorganic 
fertilizers to provide N, P, and K in amounts equal to those 
applied in the sewage sludge (160 kg /ha N from urea, 310 
kg /ha P2O5 from treble super -phosphate, and 36 kg /ha K2O 
from potassium sulfate). 

Barley genotypes evaluated for vegetative growth and 
forage production responded similarly, when fertilized 
with dried sewage sludge and inorganic fertilizers from 
commercial sources. Fertilizer -genotype interactions did 
not follow a uniform pattern. Significant differences were 
observed between genotypes, within fertilizer treatments, 
for number of days from planting to flowering, plant height, 
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lication as Arizona Agricultural Experiment Station Contribution 
No. 3985. 
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lodging, number of stems per unit area, and hay yield. Dried 
sewage sludge may be used as a fertilizer source in the 
commercial production of forage from barley in the same 
manner that commercial fertilizers are used. To investigate 
the maximum fertilizer response potential of specific 
barely genotypes for the efficient use of sewage sludge in 
commercial barley forage production, additional research 
involving barley breeding and the use of additional rates of 
sludge application are necessary. 

Additional Index Words: Pollution, Plant nutrients, Soil 
amendments, Heavy metals, Small grains, and Cereal 
grains. 

Introduction 
The effective disposal of sewage sludge is an important 

pollution problem that must be solved by all metropolitan 
areas. Conventional means of sewage sludge disposal, such 
as incineration and land -fill operations, are expensive and 
pose future pollution problems. Currently, legislation is in 
progress to classify ammonia as a toxic pollutant. Alternate 
means of waste disposal would be essential if this legisla- 
tion is passed. New methods of sludge disposal are being 
studied, including the application of sewage sludge to ag- 
ricultural lands. Several nutrients essential for plant 
growth are found in sewage sludge. In addition, sewage 
sludge has a high organic matter content, which improves 
the physical and chemical characteristics of agricultural 
soil. One drawback to using sewage sludge for fertilizer is 
that most sludge contains toxic heavy metals that may 
build up in the soil and result in damage to the plants. If the 
danger from toxic metals can be eliminated and proper 
application rates for specific crops can be established, sew- 
age sludge may be a valuable fertilizer source for agricul- 
tural land. 

Literature Review 
The heterogeneous nature of sewage sludge produced by 

different cities and the presence of potentially harmful 
trace metals necessitates a knowledge of the chemical 
composition of each individual sewage sludge prior to land 
application (Sommers, 1977). The variable nature of inor- 
ganic nitrogen (N) and the metal content of sludge indicates 
that a sampling and analysis is essential before recom- 
mending rates of sludge application (Sommers et al., 1976). 
The presence of toxic metals in plants was influenced by 
the nature of the sludge, the rate of sludge application, and 
the pH of the soil material (John and Van Laerhoven, 1976). 
Sewage sludge decomposes at the same rate regardless of 
whether it is applied in small amounts for several incre- 
ments or applied in one large amount (Terry et al., 1979). 
Soil temperature was a major factor influencing the rate of 
sewage sludge decomposition; however, differences in soil 
texture and chemical properties had little effect on sludge 
decomposition (Miller, 1974). 

Soil salinity, cation exchange capacity, N level, P level, 
and chloride level all increased when sludge was applied to 
the soil (Epstein et al., 1976). Cunningham et al. (1975) 
found that an increase in sludge applications led to signifi- 
cant increases in Ni, Cu, Zn, Cr, and Mn in plant tissue and 
that the Cd concentration was dependent on the Zn con- 
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centration. Korcak et al. (1979) found that increasing the 
rate of applied sewage sludge increased the soil concentra- 
tion of Zn, Cd, Cu, and Ni; however, increases in the 
concentration of these metals were not detected in the 
plant tissues. Giordano et al. (1975) stated that there was 
little correlation between plant uptake and soil extraction 
of Pb, Ni, Cr, and Zn. 

King and Morris (1972) reported increased crop yields by 
using sewage sludge as a fertilizer source. At the sewage 
sludge application rate of 44.8 metric t /ha, phosphorus (P) 

and sulfur (S) were present in sufficient quantities to cor- 
rect P and S deficiencies in most soils (Taylor et al., 1978). 
The addition of either sludge or gypsum corrected sulfur 
deficiencies in the plants, significantly increased the dry 
matter yields from plants, and demonstrated that sewage 
sludge was a potential source of available sulfur for plants 
(Elseewi et al., 1978). Sheaffer et al. (1979) found that sludge 
applications resulted in grain yield increases in corn (Zea 
mays L.) at all temperatures. Crop yields of snapbeans 
(Phaseolus vulgaris L.) increased as rates of sludge applica- 
tions increased; however, concentrations of zinc and cop- 
per also increased in that crop (Dowdy et al., 1978). 

The objective of this research was to compare the growth 
and forage production from 16 barley genotypes grown on 
soils treated with dried sewage sludge with the growth and 
forage production from the same genotypes fertilized with 
commercial inorganic fertilizers. 

Materials and Methods 
The effects of dried sewage sludge and commercial, inor- 

ganic fertilizers on the growth and forage production from 
16 barley (Hordeum vulgare L.) genotypes were studied in a 
2 -year experiment (1975 through 1976) at the Mesa Exper- 
iment Station, Mesa, Arizona. Three fertilizer treatments 
were used: (1) recommended rates of N, P, and K for barley 
in Arizona, (2) dried sewage sludge from the Phoenix, 
Arizona Sewage Treatment Plant to supply N in amounts 
equal to the recommended rate, and (3) inorganic fertilizers 
consisting of N, P, and K in amounts equal to those applied 
in the sewage sludge. The recommended fertilizer rate, 
based on past cropping history and soil tests, was supplied 
using urea and treble super -phosphate at rates of 160 kg /ha 
N and 81 kg /ha P2O5, respectively. The dried sewage sludge 
contained 16 kg /t N, 31 kg /t P2O5, and 3.6 kg /t K2O. Based 
on the analysis, 10 metric t /ha of sludge were required to 
supply N equivalent to the recommended inorganic fer- 
tilizer rate. The sludge equivalent of inorganic fertilizer 
was obtained using urea, treble super -phosphate, and 
potassium sulfate at rates of 160 kg N /ha, 310 kg P2O5 /ha, 
and 36 kg K2O /ha, respectively. 

The experiment was conducted on a Laveen loam soil, a 
member of the coarse -loamy, mixed, hyperthermic Typic 
Calciorthids. A split -plot experimental design was used 
with four replications. Fertilizer treatments were the main 
plots and genotypes were the sub -plots. The sub -plot size 
was 1m2. Plots were pre -plant irrigated, fertilized, and then 
planted with the barley genotypes at the rate of 112 Kg /ha, 
in December of each year. The genotypes were harvested at 
the flowering stage of growth each year with a hand sickle. 
The following data were obtained from each genotype: (1) 

days from planting to flowering, (2) plant height, (3) lodging, 
(4) stems per unit area, and (5) hay yield per unit area. 

All data were analyzed using the standard analysis of 
variance and means were compared using the Student - 
Newman- Keuls' Test as described by Little and Hills 
(1972). 

Results and Discussion 
The Analyses of Variance indicated that fertilizer treat- 

ments did not significantly affect days from planting to 
flowering, plant height, lodging, and number of stems per 
unit area (Table 1). These data suggest that sewage sludge 
may be used as a source of fertilizer nutrients in the 
production of barley without adversely affecting the fore- 
going plant growth characteristics. However, differences in 
hay yields between fertilizer treatments were observed 
(Table 1). In general, average hay yields from barley 
genotypes grown with sewage sludge were lower than aver- 
age hay yields from the same genotypes fertilized with 
equivalent amounts of N, P, and K from commercial, inor- 
ganic fertilizers. This suggests that maximum forage yields 
may not be obtained from most barley genotypes grown 
with sewage sludge as a source of plant nutrients. 

In a similar experiment conducted by Pearman et al. 
(1978), semidwarf and tall winter wheat cultivars showed 
no interaction between cultivars and nitrogen fertilizers. 
However, cultivar differences were observed that increased 
with increases in nitrogen levels. 

Differences between barley genotypes for days from 
planting to flowering, plant height, lodging, number of 
stems per unit area, and hay yield were observed (Table 1). 

These data indicated that great variation existed between 
the 16 genotypes in these five plant growth characteristics 
and that plant breeding techniques may be used very effec- 
tively in the breeding of improved cultivars of barley for 
forage production. 

A barley breeder should be able to breed improved barley 
cultivars for each of the three fertilizer treatments used in 
this experiment. Sewage sludge may be used effectively as a 
fertilizer source once the problem of heavy metal toxicity is 
eliminated. Since sewage sludge contains the essential 
plant nutrients for forage producing plants, its use as a 
source of fertilizer in the commercial production of barley 
hay would provide an effective way to dispose of a munici- 
pal waste product and at the same time save expensive 
energy required in the production of commercial, inorganic 
fertilizers. 
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Table 1. Average days from planting to flowering, plant height, lodging, stems per unit area, and hay yield for 16 barley 
genotypes grown with 3 fertilizer treatments at Mesa, Arizona in 1976 and 1977 (2 -year average). 

Fertilizer 

Suggested N, P, K 

from commercial 
fertilizer. 

N, P, K from commercial 
fertilizer equal to 
sewage sludge. 

Sewage sludge to 
provide suggested N, 
with no additional 
fertilizer. 

C. V., % 

Significance of differences: 
Between fertilizer treatments 
Between genotypes 

Genotype 
Planting to 
flowering 

Plant 
height Lodging Stems /m' 

Hay /m2 
(12% moisture) 

(day) (cm) (%) (no.) (g) 

Mesa 273 52 ab + 102 a 4b 550 be 983 ab 
Mesa 269 50 cd 106 a 17 ab 557 be 1443 ab 
Yuma 32 50 cd 103 a 24 a 521 be 1426 ab 
Yuma 6 52 ab 96 be 9 ab 460 c 1234 ab 
Mesa 322 50 cd 101 ab 11 ab 507 be 1037 ab 
Yuma 52 50 cd 101 ab 9 ab 470 c 1273 ab 
Yuma 166 50 cd 100 ab 6 ab 550 be 1056 ab 
Mesa 300 49 d 104 a 6 ab 560 be 1205 ab 
Mesa 383 49 d 99 abc 17 ab 589 be 1445 ab 
Yuma 122 51 bc 89 d 4b 511 be 1007 ab 
Mesa 497 50 cd 93 cd 513 593 be 1098 ab 
AZ- 1970 -1 50 cd 96 be 3b 648 b 1056 ab 
Arivat 47 e 100 ab 5b 504 be 1277 ab 
Arimar 45 f 99 abc 9 ab 520 be 1463 a 

Cal. Mariout 46 ef 101 ab 9 ab 538 be 1360 ab 
Bartel 53 a 68 e Ob 761 a 948 b 

Mesa 273 49 b 109 be 25 b 509 b 1519 abc 
Mesa 269 49 b 78 e 6 be 601 ab 722 d 
Yuma 32 49 b 81 e 7 be 673 a 995 bcd 
Yuma 6 49 b 79 e 6 be 580 ab 962 cd 
Mesa 322 49 b 112 ab 10 be 508 b 1147 abc 
Yuma 52 48 b 115 a 11 be 516 ab 1321 abc 
Yuma 166 48 b 112 ab 22 be 486 b 1293 abc 
Mesa 300 50 ab 104 10 be 501 b 1189 abc 
Mesa 383 49 b 106 bc 15 be 488 b 1410 abc 
Yuma 122 50 ab 105 c 8 be 544 ab 1179 abc 
Mesa 497 43 c 89 d 44 a 545 ab 1289 abc 
AZ- 1970 -1 42 c 92 d 44 a 581 ab 1611 a 

Arivat 42 c 89 d 39 a 551 ab 1523 abc 
Arimar 51 a 107 be 3c 523 ab 1128 abc 
Cal. Mariout 49 b 112 ab 12 be 628 ab 1575 ab 
Bartel 50 ab 109 be 18 be 619 ab 1390 abc 

Mesa 273 52 a 71 e lb 773 a 1168 ab 
Mesa 269 52 a 70 e 2b 679 ab 1041 ab 
Yuma 32 50 bc 108 ab 3b 570 bcd 959 b 

Yuma 6 49 cd 112 a 1b 532 bcd 1211 ab 
Mesa 322 49 cd 107 ab 4b 461 d 1196 ab 
Yuma 52 49 c 87 d Ob 602 bcd 872 b 
Yuma 166 48 de 92 d 3b 598 bcd 1169 ab 
Mesa 300 47 e 88 d lb 532 bcd 1065 ab 
Mesa 383 51 ab 98 c 20 ab 573 bcd 1121 ab 
Yuma 122 51 ab 100 10 695 ab 1477 a 
Mesa 497 50 bc 99 c 28 a 639 be 1332 ab 
AZ- 1970 -1 49 cd 110 ab Ob 500 cd 857 b 
Arivat 48 de 109 ab 2b 534 bcd 1122 ab 
Arimar 48 de 110 ab 4b 513 cd 1089 ab 
Cal. Mariout 50 bc 105 b 14b 543 bcd 1071 ab 
Bartel 49 cd 108 ab 10 563 bcd 1342 ab 

2 3 27 12 18 

ns ns ns ns 

*, " = significant at 5% and 1% levels, respectively; ns = not significant at 5 %. 

+ Means followed by the same letter, within fertilizer treatments and between genotypes, are not different at the 5% level of significance using Student -Newman -Keuls' Test. 
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Reclamation and 
Fertilization of 
Coal Mine Soils 
in the Southwestern 
Desert1 
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Abstract 
A 5 -year experiment was conducted from 1978 through 

1982 on the Black Mesa Coal Mine, Kayenta, Arizona, to 
study plant species best suited for coal mine reclamation 
and the effects of fertilizer on selected species. Five plant 
species were broadcast seeded on coal mine soil (spoils) and 
unmined soil. Prior to planting, 560 kg /ha of 16 -20 -0 fer- 
tilizer were applied on one -half of each site while the other 
half received no fertilizer. Immediately after planting, 
sprinkler irrigation water was applied on all plots, as 
needed, for the first two years. After two years, fertilizer 
and irrigation were discontinued on both soil materials and 
all plant species received only natural rainfall for the fol- 
lowing three years. 

Coal mine soil contained more total soluble salts, nitro- 
gen, potassium, sodium, and organic matter than did un- 
mined soil; however, unmined soil had a higher pH and 
contained more phosphorous than did coal mine soil. 

Plant growth measurements were recorded for each plant 
species in October of each year. In general, plants grew 
better and produced more forage in unmined soil than they 
did in coal mine soil. All plant species grew better, yielded 
more forage, and produced a more satisfactory ground cover 
when they were fertilized than they did when they were not 
fertilized. Plant species differed greatly in general growth, 
forage yield, and percent ground cover within soil materials 
and within fertilizer treatments. Crested wheatgrass (Ag- 
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College of Agriculture, University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona 
85721. Approved for publication as Arizona Agricultural Experi- 
ment Station Research Contribution No. 4044. 

2Professor, Department of Plant Sciences, College of Agriculture, 
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Ludeke Corporation, 3550 North Central Avenue, Phoenix, 
Arizona 85012; respectively. 

ropyron cristaturn L.), western wheatgrass (Agropyron 
smithii Rydb.), and vernal alfalfa (Medicago sativa L.) grew 
better, yielded more forage, and produced a more complete 
ground cover than did Indian ricegrass (Oryzopsis 
hymenoides Ricker) or fourwing saltbrush (Atriplex can - 
escens Pursh). In general, the reclamation of unmined soil 
with fertilizer and a combination of natural rainfall and 
sprinkler irrigation during the first two years and with 
perennial grasses was more successful than the reclama- 
tion of coal mine soil with no fertilizer and with legumes or 
shrubs in the semiarid environment in the southwestern 
United States. 

Additonal Index Words: Disturbed land, mine spoils, re- 
vegetation, stabilization, environmental pollution. 

Introduction 
A number of states in the western United States contain 

large coal deposits that may be surface -mined to satisfy 
future energy requirements. The Black Mesa Coal Mine 
near Kayenta in northern Arizona is the site of one such 
coal deposit. Regraded coal mine soils (spoils) at this loca- 
tion range from 10 to 25 m in depth with a gently sloping 
topography that blends in well with the surrounding natu- 
ral landscape. The primary objective of revegetation at this 
location is to return the coal mined areas to their premining 
use, which was livestock grazing. 

Literature Review 
Stabilization of coal mine soil material from mining 

operations to prevent it from being moved by winds and 
flash floods is the primary purpose for reclaiming disturbed 
lands (Powell et al., 1980). The enactment of the Surface 
Mined Land Conservation and Reclamation Act in 1971 
and the amendments to this act in 1975 have radically 
changed the post- mining uses and capabilities of reclaimed 
lands. The amended act insures that a nearly equal amount 
of land will be reclaimed to its potential that existed prior 
to mining (Christy et al., 1979). 

Productive reclamation of disturbed lands may involve 
many steps to insure survival and growth of vegetation. 
These steps may include topsoil stockpiling, supplemental 
irrigation, mulches, and fertilizers. Chemical and physical 
properties of overburden may vary greatly with depth and 
even within a mined area. Therefore, reclamation problems 
frequently differ greatly from one area to another (Schroer, 
1976). Power et al. (1977) reported that mining spoils are 
highly variable in porosity and infiltration rates due to the 
vast range in size of the sedementary rock fragments and 
that most mine spoils in the West are deficient in plant 
available phosphorus. Ludeke et al. (1974) determined that 
the NO3 -N levels in all copper mine waste materials were 
too low for normal plant growth. Lanning and Williams 
(1980) reported that the most important loss of nitrogen in 
china clay sand waste is through leaching. Day et al. (1979) 
reported on the low phosphorus level of coal mine soils at 
the Black Mesa Coal Mine in northern Arizona. Nitrogen 
fertilizer has been shown by McGinnies and Nicholas 
(1980) to increase above -and below -ground growth of 
intermediate wheatgrass (Agropyron intermedium L.) in 
coal mine spoil while Powell et al. (1980) demonstrated the 
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ability to reclaim surface -mined coal spoils with a single 
application of phosphate fertilizer. Luellen (1977) reported 
that restoration of mined lands needs heavy applications of 
nitrogen and phosphorus fertilizers. Nitrogen may also be 
supplied naturally, either from soft shale brought to the 
surface during mining (Power et al., 1974) or by nitrogen 
fixation by perennial legumes planted as part of the revege- 
tation program (Dancer et al., 1977). 

The objectives of this research were to determine the 
effects of two soil materials and two fertilizer treatments 
on the seed germination, seedling establishment, number 
of stems produced, plant height, forage yield, and ground 
cover of five plant species used in coal mine reclamation in 
a semiarid environment. 

Materials and Methods 
A 5 -year experiment (1978 -1982) was conducted on the 

Black Mesa Coal Mine near Kayenta, Arizona, to study 
plant species best adapted to coal mine reclamation and to 
determine the effect of fertilizer on the germination and 
growth of five plant species. The Black Mesa is located in 
Northeastern Arizona at an elevation of about 2,132 m 
(7,000 ft) with an annual precipitation of approximately 25 
cm (10 inches). About one -half of the precipitation occurs 
during the winter months producing snowmelt with some 
runoff in late winter. The remainder occurs as spotty 
storms of short duration and high intensity in mid- to late - 
summer. 

Mined and unmined research sites were chosen for the 
study. The mined areas consisted of freshly contoured strip 
mine overburden composed of particles ranging in size 
from silt to crushed sedimentary rock fragments 15 cm in 
diameter with no vegetation. The unmined areas were 
located adjacent to the strip mining operations and they 
had a sparse vegetative cover of native grasses and sage- 
brush, which had been severely overgrazed. The topsoil in 
the unmined areas was classified as the Fruitland soil series 
belonging to the soil family of coarse -loamy mixed (cal- 
careous), Mesic Typic Torieorthents. 

After the seedbeds in all research sites were prepared by 
disking with a double disk harrow, 50 soil samples were 
collected at random from the surface of each site, corn- 
posited, and analyzed (Table 1). All sites received 25 cm of 
natural rainfall plus 35 cm of sprinkler irrigation water per 
year for the first two years (1978 and 1979). Five plant 
species were broadcast seeded with a cyclone seeder in 
April, 1978 at a rate of 500 viable seeds per m2 and covered 
with a spike -tooth harrow. The five plant species consisted 
of two introduced perennial grasses, crested wheatgrass 
(Agropyron cristatum L.) and western wheatgrass (Agropy- 
ron smithii Rydb.), one native perennial grass (Indian rice - 
grass (Oryzopsis hymenoides Ricker), one introduced 
legume (Vernal alfalfa (Medicago sativa L.) and one native 
shrub, fourwing saltbush (Atriplex canescens Pursh). Each 
research site was further divided into two areas: One was 
fertilized with 560 kg /ha of 16 -20 -0 fertilizer prior to plant- 
ing and the other was left unfertilized (check treatment). 
Immediately after planting the plots received supplemental 
irrigation as needed throughout the growing season, using a 
sprinkler irrigation system with sprinkler heads spaced 
approximately 9 m apart. Irrigation was maintained for the 
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Table 1. Values for pH, ECe x 103, ESP, total soluble salts, 
nitrogen (N), phosphorus (P), potassium (K), sodium (Na), 
and organic matter (0M) in unmined soil and coal mine soil 
from the Black Mesa Coal Mine, Kayenta, Arizona, in 1978. 

Total 
soluble 
salts N P K Na OM 

Soil material pH ECe x 10' ESP (PPm) (PPm) IPPm) (PPm) (PPm) (°k) 

Unmined soil 7.4 2 0 1190 6 2.3 18 46 1.2 

Coal mine soil 6.6 6 1 4270 78 0.5 38 208 3.4 

Note: N, K, and Na were obtained by water soluble extraction and P was obtained by CO2 
extraction. 

first two years (1978 and 1979) and then discontinued for 
the remaining three years, during which all plots received 
rainfall only. The experimental design was a Split -Split Plot 
with soil materials as main plots, fertilizer treatments as 
subplots and plant species as sub -subplots with four repli- 
cations. The plot size was 48 m2. Plant growth measure- 
ments in each plot were recorded in October of each year. 
All data were analyzed using the analysis of variance. The 
Student -Newman -Keuls' Test was used for comparison of 
means (Steel and Torrie, 1960). 

Results and Discussion 
Soil analyses for unmined soil and coal mine soil (spoils) 

are presented in Table 1. Unmined soil had a higher pH and 
contained more phosphorous than did coal mine soil; how- 
ever, coal mine soil contained more total soluble salts, 
nitrogen potassium, sodium, and organic matter than did 
unmined soil. Since unmined soil had the highest pH, one 
might expect legumes that require an alkaline soil to grow 
better in unmined soil than in coal mined soil. The concen- 
tration of total soluble salts was about four times higher in 
coal mine soil than it was in unmined soil. This suggests 
that salt sensitive plant species may grow more effectively 
in unmined soil than they would in coal mine soil. Since 
the general fertility level and organic matter content of coal 
mine soil were higher than they were in unmined soil, there 
would be a greater need for fertilizer in the revegetation of 
unmined soil than would be necessary in the revegetation 
of coal mine soil. 

In general, plants grew better and produced more forage 
in unmined soil than they did in coal mine soil (Table 2). 
The higher concentration of total soluble salts and sodium 
in coal mine soil may be a partial explanation. All plant 
species grew better, yielded more forage, and produced a 
more complete ground cover when they were fertilized 
prior to planting than they did when they were grown 
without fertilizer (Table 2). This indicates that the natural 
fertility levels of the coal mine soil materials on the Black 
Mesa was not sufficient for optimum seed germination and 
effective seedling establishment in either unmined soil or 
coal mine soil. Plant species differed greatly in general 
growth, forage yielded, and percent ground cover within 
soil materials and within fertilizer treatments (Table 2). 
The number of seeds germinated per unit area is important 
in the revegetation of disturbed mining areas because a high 
germination percentage usually results in a high seedling 
establishment. High seedling establishment is accom- 
panied by the development of many separate roots which 
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Table 2. Average seed germination, seedlings established, stems produced, plant height, dry forage yield, and ground cover for 
five plant species grown on unmined soil and coal mine soil with two fertilizer treatments on the Black Mesa Coal Mine, 
Kayenta, Arizona from 1978 through 1982 (5 -year average). 

Soil Fertilizer 
Material Treatments 

Plant 
Species 

Seeds 
Germinated /m2 

(no.) 

Seedlings 
Established /m2 

(no.) 

Stems 
Produced/m2 

(no.) 

Plant 
Height 
(cm) 

Dry Forage 
Yield /m2 

(g) 

Ground 
Cover 

( %) 

Unmined No Fertilizer Crested Wheatgrass 202 b+ 119 a 1130 a 28 a 189 b 50 a 

soil Western Wheatgrass 156b 99b 985a 19a 186b 40a 
Indian Ricegrass 27c 19c 341b 23a 67c 15c 
Vernal Alfalfa 416a 189a 409b lob 81c 15c 
Fourwing Saltbush 71 c 89b 89c 23a 389a 25b 

Fertilizer Crested Wheatgrass 371 b 126 b 1272 a 33 b 212 b 60 a 

Western Wheatgrass 283b 119b 1199a 30b 233b 50a 
Indian Ricegrass 22c 20c 363b 25b 73c 25b 
Vernal Alfalfa 453 a 225 a 533 b 12 c 117 c 25 b 

Fourwing Saltbush 92 c 72 c 82 c 66 a 403 a 30 b 

Coal No Fertlizer Crested Wheatgrass 236a 104a 1022a 25b 147b 40a 
mine Western Wheatgrass 104b 87a 938a 16b 171 b 30a 
soil Indian Ricegrass 8c 11b 267b 18b 39c 10c 

Vernal Alfalfa 225 a 91 a 226 b 7 c 62 c 10 c 

Fourwing Saltbush 56 c 41 b 51 c 47 a 321 a 20 b 

Fertilizer Crested Wheatgrass 445 a 121 a 1114 a 30 b 173 b 50 a 

Western Wheatgrass 318b 100a 1047a 23b 206b 40b 
Indian Ricegrass 13c 15b 289b 23b 52c 20b 
Vernal Alfalfa 328b 153a 317b 12c 85c 20b 
Fourwing Saltbush 73c 64b 64c 57a 366a 25b 

Significance of differences: 
Between Soil materials ns 
Between fertilizer treatments 
Between plant species 

"= Significant at 1% level; '= Significant at 5% level; ns =Not significant the 5% level. 

+Means followed by the same letter, within a soil material, for the same fertilizer treatment, are not different at the 5% level of significance, using the Student -Newman- Kuels'! test. 

develop a more compact root community below the soil 
surface. A more compact root community stabilizes the 
soil surface more effectively and makes it more resistant to 
the effects of erosion and trampling by animal life than does 
a sparse root population. A high seedling establishment and 
a high percent ground cover protect the soil surface against 
wind and water erosion and produce a more pleasing ap- 
pearance of the disturbed area than do a low seedling 
establishment and sparse ground cover. The general eye - 
appeal of an area increases as the percent ground cover 
increases. Crested wheatgrass, western wheatgrass, and 
vernal alfalfa grew better, yielded more forage, and pro- 
duced a more complete ground cover than did Indian rice - 
grass or fourwing saltbrush. 

In general, the reclamation of fertilized unmined soil 
with a combination of natural rainfall and sprinkler irriga- 
tion during the first two years and with perennial grasses 
was more successful than the reclamation of unfertilized 
coal mine soil and with legumes and shrubs in the semiarid 
environment in the southwestern United States. 
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It is August 1915, and a new set of balances has just 
arrived at the Desert Laboratory on Tumamoc Hill, two 
miles west of Tucson, Arizona. Edith Shreve, a plant 
physiologist in her late thirties, eagerly unpacks the bal- 
ances and installs them on the laboratory workbench. So 
pleased is she by the new acquisition she hurries from her 
house to the laboratory every morning "just to look at 
them. "1 Edith brings this same energy and enthusiasm to 
everything she does. She has already published three papers 
on physiological topics, and in the years to come she will 
publish seven more, making an important contribution to 
our understanding of how desert plants adjust to their harsh 
environment. After this promising start, however, she will 
gradually drop out of physiological research altogether. 

Did Edith lose interest in plant physiology or was she 
forced out by circumstances? This is just one of the ques- 
tions we cannot answer now. The few documented details 
of her life raise more questions than they answer. Why did 
she never complete her work towards a doctorate? Why did 
she become a plant physiologist after being trained as a 
physical scientist? What was the connection between her 
scientific career and that of her husband, Forest Shreve? We 
can only guess at the answers, and in doing so we find that 
the story of Edith Shreve's life emerges as a paradigm of the 
difficulties women scientists have traditionally faced. 

Edith Shreve was born Edith Coffin Bellamy on No- 
vember 7, 1878 in Grand Rapids, Michigan. Her father, 
Alfred David Bellamy, was a physician; her mother, Leo- 
nora Coffin Bellamy, was a teacher. Leonora died when 
Edith was three, and for the remainder of her childhood 
Edith was shuttled back and forth between a maternal aunt 
in Boston and her father's new wife in Florence, Alabama. 
Little else is known of Edith's early years, except that she 
earned a bachelor's degree in chemistry and physics at the 
University of Chicago in 1902. She then began work to- 
wards a Ph.D. but never completed it. 

Edith's professional career began soon after she left 
school. In 1904, she was made head of the science depart- 
ment of Judson College in Marion, Alabama, a position she 
gave up in 1906 for a job as physics instructor at the 
Woman's College (now Goucher College) in Baltimore, 
Maryland. This was a fateful change, for it was at the 
Woman's College that Edith Bellamy met Forrest Shreve, 
thus fixing the course of her life. 

In 1906, Forrest Shreve was an assistant professor of 
botany at the Woman's College. Already interested in the 
infant field of ecology, he had recently published several 
papers: a popular article on carnivorous plants; an anatom- 
ical study of the pitcher plant, Sarracenia purpurea; and a 
series of reports on his sojourn, during 1905 and 1906, in 
Cinchona, Jamaica, where the New York Botanical Garden 
ran a tropical research station. Forrest Shreve's major 
contributions -a study of the physiological ecology of the 
Jamaican rain forest, a gradient analysis of the Santa 
Catalina Mountains in southern Arizona, the definitive 
work on Sonoran Desert vegetation, the delineation and 
description of the four North American deserts -were still 
to come. 

T. Shreve to D. T. MacDougal, 25 Aug. 1915, Arizona Heritage 
Center. 
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The serious, studious, only child of Quaker parents, 
Forrest Shreve may have been attracted to Edith Bellamy 
partly by her ambition. At a time when few women sought 
careers and fewer still practiced science, Edith steadfastly 
pursued a scientific career. As a Quaker, Forrest would have 
been taught equality of the sexes, and as the son of a 
college- educated mother, he would have seen no reason 
why his wife's horizons could not be as broad as his own. 
For her part, Edith must have been relieved to find a 
husband who would take her as seriously as she took 
herself. 

In 1908, Shreve was hired by the Carnegie Institution of 
Washington to work as a research scientist at the Desert 
Laboratory in Tucson, Arizona. He left Baltimore for Tuc- 
son in June; a year later he returned to the East Coast, where 
he married Edith Bellamy on June 17, 1909. Shortly after 
the wedding, they left for Cinchona, where Shreve was to 
complete the ecological studies of rain forest plants he had 
begun four years earlier. 

Evidently the six months the Shreves spent in Cinchona 
were something of a watershed in their marriage. Edith 
apparently took no part in her husband's work during their 
stay at the tropical research station. Photographs show him 
dressed for field work or writing at his desk. Edith, on the 
other hand, is shown sitting stiffly on a dining room chair 
beside a table set for tea. If Edith helped Forrest with his 
experiments or accompanied him on his trips around the 
island, there is no evidence in letters or published papers. 
Yet once they returned to Tucson, she went everywhere 
with him. Perhaps they tried the conventional marriage in 
Jamaica and found it did not work. Edith must have been 
frustrated to have no outlet for her talents but the manage- 
ment of a household and servants, while Forrest may have 
discovered that in gaining a housekeeper he had lost a 
potential colleague. In any case, in the less rigid atmos- 
phere of Tucson, they eventually created a partnership that 
worked well for both. 

The Shreves settled permanently in Tucson in 1910, a 
year when the Desert Laboratory hummed with activity. 
Daniel T. MacDougal was studying plant parasites; Burton 
E. Livingston was working out the relationship between 
evaporation and plant distribution; William A. Cannon was 
examining the roots of desert plants; Herman A. Spoehr 
was starting his early work on photosynthesis; and Forrest 
Shreve was conducting a census of saguaro (Carnegiea 
gigantea [Engelm.] Britt. & Rose) and palo verde (Cer- 
cidium microphyllum [Torr.] Rose & Johnst.) populations 
near the laboratory and riding often into the nearby Santa 
Catalina Mountains to study the distribution of vegetation 
in relation to climate. The Desert Laboratory was an excit- 
ing place to be a scientist -and a dull place to be nothing 
but a scientist's wife. 

From the first, Edith accompanied her husband on most 
of his horseback trips in the Santa Catalina Mountains, but 
within a year or two she evidently found it was not enough 
to simply follow her husband. Sometime in those early 
years at the Desert Laboratory, Edith decided to pursue a 
career of her own. She chose to work in plant physiology, a 
field that would be complementary to but separate from her 
husband's. Her choice may have been influenced by the 
stimulating atmosphere at the Desert Laboratory, where 

ecology and physiology of desert plants was the primary 
emphasis. Then, too, her background in the physical sci- 
ences probably made physiological research more conge- 
nial to her than ecological research. As a physicist and 
chemist, she would have been accustomed to experimental 
studies. Moreover, she was already comfortable with the 
laboratory setting and adept at devising appropriate ap- 
paratus for her various experiments. Above all, she may 
have wanted to avoid her husband's shadow. As an 
ecologist, she could hardly hope to surpass him, but as a 
physiologist, she could avail herself of his knowledge while 
making her own distinct contributions. Whether these 
thoughts ran through Edith's mind is impossible to say; 
she has left no record of her decision to become a plant 
physiologist. 

Edith planned her first physiological study in 1911, when 
she was in her early thirties. It was to be an ambitious 
project -a study of the transpiration, water -content and 
anatomical structure of the palo verde tree. She evidently 
lacked the skills to carry out the project, however, and in 
1912, the Shreves went to Baltimore so that Edith could 
work with Burton Livingston, a close friend and an eminent 
plant physiologist. As Livingston's research assistant at 
johns Hopkins University, Edith learned enough about 
plant physiology to function independently when she re- 
turned to Tucson several months later. 

Livingston was not Edith's only mentor. Daniel T. Mac - 
Dougal, director of the Desert Laboratory and another plant 
physiologist, gave Edith much valuable advice and support. 
In fact, without MacDougal's support, Edith could not have 
had a career at the Desert Laboratory at all. Due to a 
Carnegie Institution policy against husbands and wives 
being on the same payroll, Edith could not earn a salary for 
her physiological research. Antinepotism rules were corn - 
mon at that time. A feminist historian has argued that such 
policies were "a device used by universities to protect 
themselves from having to consider employing qualified 
wives and perhaps to protect the employed husbands from 
the legitimate professional competition from them as 
well" (Rossiter 1982: p. 6). Not only did Edith lack a salary, 
she had no budget for materials and equipment. Though 
MacDougal generously allowed her to use whatever funds 
were left over from his own projects, his generosity was a 
double -edged sword. Once he discovered he had a trained 
and eager plant physiologist on hand, he turned her into his 
unpaid research assistant. Edith never complained about 
MacDougal's cavalier treatment of her, at least not in 
writing. She was, no doubt, simply grateful to be working at 
a time when jobs for women scientists were few. 

In 1910 there existed only 107 jobs for women scientists 
in the United States, whereas the number of trained, female 
scientists available to fill these jobs was 204 (Rossiter 
1974). Most of these positions were at colleges and univer- 
sities, typically at women's colleges. Outside academia, job 
opportunities for women scientists were even fewer. Many 
well- trained women had no choice but to work as research 
assistants at menial tasks not commensurate with their 
education. Because they had husbands to support them, 
married women were not expected to work; why should 
they be allowed to take jobs away from men (Wilson 1979, 
Rossiter 1982)? Thus, in pursuing a career in science, Edith 
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not only had to confront stereotyped ideas of "women's 
work," but also to fight the widespread prejudice against 
married women working at all. 

In 1912 and 1913, Edith worked alternately on auto- 
nomic movements in the cholla cactus (Opuntia versi- 
color Engelm.) and on transpiration of the palo verde tree. 
She was often diffident about her progress and reluctant to 
claim more credit for herself than she felt was due. Reply- 
ing to MacDougal, who had requested a statement about 
her work for his annual report to the Carnegie Institution in 
1912, she wrote, "I have been scraping my brain for some- 
thing to put in such a report. The facts are that I have taken 
practically a year off for study and that my work stands just 
about where it did last year. So it seems really that I have no 
report unless it be that I am continuing and finishing up the 
work which I reported on last year. "2 MacDougal reassured 
her that her work on leaf temperatures (Shreve 1912), done 
largely under Livingston's supervision at Johns Hopkins, 
was indeed "something definite." He added, "You probably 
do not realize that you have done considerable during the 
year. "3 A year later, in response to another request for 
material for the annual report, Edith told MacDougal, "I am 
sending you some statements which I fear are too long. I 

imagine you will want to use the scissors pretty freely. "4 
Though Edith's modesty tended to mask her commit- 

ment and competence, she was an imaginative, dedicated 
researcher. She followed likely leads until they led no 
further, then pursued other channels, seeking always the 
most reasonable explanation for her observations. "The 
cactus plants are working pretty vigorously now," she 
reported to MacDougal in 1913, "but are moving through 
smaller angles than they were last year. I thought I had hit 
upon something worthwhile when I found the cactus gain- 
ing at night as much as 100 miligrams [of fluid], but Dr. 
Livingston later took me back to earth a little when he told 
me that Mr. Caldwell found out the same thing two years 
ago. "5 The following year, after discovering that cholla 
joints accumulated acids during the night, she told Mac - 
Dougal, "Now, of course, I am keen to know the real cause 
of the variation in the aborbing capacity of the cactus. It 
might even turn out that the acid was not the cause at all 
but merely an associated phenomenon. "6 

Early in 1916, the Shreves once again spent time on the 
East Coast. Forrest Shreve and Burton Livingston worked 
on a joint project they had begun eight years before, and 
Edith Shreve and Livingston tried to perfect the cobalt 
chloride method of determining leaf transpiration 
(Livingston and Shreve 1916). Edith's growing confidence 
in her abilities can be seen in a letter to MacDougal later 
that year, when she wrote, "Since you have always asked 

2E. B. Shreve to D. T. MacDougal, 22 Aug. 1912, Arizona Heritage 
Center. 

3D. T MacDougal to E. B. Shreve, 26 Aug. 1912, Arizona Heritage 
Center. 

4E. B. Shreve to D. T. MacDougal, 14 Aug. 1913, Arizona Heritage 
Center. 
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6E. B. Shreve to D. T. MacDougal, 30 Aug. 1914, Arizona Heritage 
Center. 
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Edith Shreve at about age twenty. 

me for a report in former years I am enclosing one this year. 
Perhaps I am conceited, but just the same I think I can stand 
being so considered. You see I have always been delighted at 
the idea of being included in the Annual Report." Even so, 
her confidence was not complete, for she added, "In case 
you do want the report I have fears that maybe it is too long; 
but the conclusions just came of themselves. "7 

She may have been deferential and self -effacing at times, 
but she was determined to make her own way in science, as 
can be seen by her application for the Sara Berliner Fellow- 
ship in 1916.8 MacDougal, in his letter of recommendation 
for Edith, stated that "the general importance of the prob- 
lems with which she is concerned is such as to warrant any 
support that may be given her," and he would "be willing to 
go far in vouching for her ability. "9 MacDougal was certain 
that if Edith were awarded the fellowship, she would 
"make the best use of the facilities which it brings." 

Edith's scientific output in her first decade at the Desert 
Laboratory was not large, but it was of high quality. She 
showed that the success of palo verde trees in the desert was 
linked to their ability to adjust transpiration rates as en- 

7E. B. Shreve to D. T. MacDougal, 6 Sept. 1916, Arizona Heritage 
Center. 

81t is not certain that Edith received the fellowship, which had 
been established in 1911 by the German -born scientist and inven- 
tor Emile Berliner to give women scientists an opportunity to 
continue in research after receiving their doctorates. 

9D. T MacDougal to C. Franklin, 2 Jan. 1917, Arizona Heritage 
Center. 
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Edith Shreve in Jamaica. 

vironmental conditions changed (Shreve 1914). In studying 
autonomic movements in cholla joints, she discovered that 
the plants apparently lost water during the night and took 
up water during the day, the opposite of the expected 
pattern (Shreve 1915). Her continued attempts to learn the 
cause of this pattern led her to the verge of discovering 
crassulacean acid metabolism, the specialized mode of 
photosynthesis used by cacti and other succulents.10 But 
since little was known about photosynthesis in those days, 
she had no basis for interpreting the results of her experi- 
ments. She could only conclude that chemical changes 
within the cells were somehow "responsible for variations 

1986 

in the water -holding capacity of the whole plant and, 
through this, for variations in root absorptance and in 
transpiration" (Shreve 1916: p. 125). She also worked on 
methods of determining leaf temperature and leaf trans- 
piration (Shreve 1918a, 1919a) and absorption of water by 
gelatine (Shreve 1918b, 1919b). 

Edith's approach to scientific research was quite different 
from her husband's He was primarily a field scientist; his 
laboratory was the out -of- doors, his experimental treat- 
ments the variations in topography, climate and geology 
that nature itself provided. In short, he relied more on 
observation than experiment. Edith, on the other hand, was 
an experimentalist through and through, which is not 
suprising, given her background in chemistry and physics. 
Most of her studies were conducted in the laboratory, 
where she subjected experimental plants to a variety of 
controlled conditions. In keeping with their opposite styles 
of research, the Shreves investigated desert plants at differ- 
ent levels. Forrest Shreve was interested in the whole plant 
and its place in the environment. Edith Shreve was inter- 
ested primarily in the mechanics of how individual plants 
function and only secondarily in how these mechanics suit 
the plant to its habitat. 

In 1918, with six papers to her credit, Edith might well 
have felt that she was established as a professional scien- 
tist. That year, however, her career was deflected when she 
became pregnant at age thirty -nine. The pregnancy was 
unplanned ." Since the Shreves were strong supporters of 
Margaret Sanger, the early birth control activist, '2 it seems 
likely that they had used some form of birth control for the 
first nine years of their marriage. (Though birth control was 
not sanctioned by physicians or federal law in those days, 
various methods were known and practiced [Reed 1978].) 
Perhaps Edith had deliberately avoided motherhood so she 
could concentrate on research. After the birth of Margaret, 
their only child, in September 1918, Edith's career never 
quite got on track again, though she did her best to keep in 
the running. 

The handyman at the Desert Laboratory built a small 
corral for Margaret outside Edith's office, so that, as she 
worked, Edith could keep an eye on her small daughter. She 
managed to publish two papers in 1919, the year after the 
baby was born. After that, though, she published only two 
more scientific papers: a study of seasonal water relations 
in desert plants (Shreve 1923) and a study of transpiration in 
the brittle bush (Encelia farinosa Gray) (Shreve 1924). As 
any woman with small children can attest, it is virtually 
impossible to maintain a demanding career and be a full - 

time mother as well. 

10Edith was not the first scientist to come to the verge of discover- 
ing crassulacean acid metabolism (CAM). The two main aspects 
of CAM, diurnal exchange of carbon dioxide and metabolism of 
malic acid, had been discovered about one hundred years before 
Edith's research on Opuntia. De Saussure in 1804 found that 
Opuntia stems took up carbon dioxide at night, and Heyen in 1815 
learned that organic acids accumulated in Bryophyllum leaves at 
night. It was not until the 1960's, however, that the mechanisms 
of CAM were fully elucidated (Kluge and Ting 1978). 

"Margaret Shreve Conn, interview, 8 Oct. 1983. 

12lbid 
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Edith Shreve in the Santa Catalina Mountains. 

Predictably, Edith brought her scientific outlook to the 
problems of rearing a child. Evidently not trusting the 
quality of Tucson's schools, Edith taught Margaret at home 
until 1934, when the teenager was sent to boarding school 
in Pasadena, California. During the years when Margaret 
was at home, Edith also taught in a Montessori school, 
tutored children of various ages, and started a science club 
for children of elementary- school age. She even published a 
brief paper in an educational journal (Shreve 1925). 

After a hiatus of several years, Edith eased back into 
scientific research in the late 1920s. She was, as Forrest 
Shreve told Burton Livingston, particularly eager to "get to 
work again on her investigation of the behavior of water 
columns acted upon simultaneously by evaporation and 
osmotic pull. "13 Edith was as much interested in research 
as ever, Forrest told another colleague and added that 
during her relatively inactive years "she has had more 
opportunity to read and keep in touch with the literature 
than she would have had had she been working. "14 

But by 1932, Edith had run into insoluble technical 
problems with her research. Forrest Shreve told Livingston 
that Edith "has been discouraged for some time about her 
work on the tensile strength of water and the physics of 
transpiration. "15 According to Forrest, Edith's experiments 
had produced "a lot of curves showing the behavior of 
atmometers with sugar solutions of different strengths 
under indoor and outdoor conditions. "16 Bewilderingly, she 

had found that the sugar solutions behaved "just like 
plants," and in fact, she was beginning to ask "whether 
stomata really do anything at all. "" These were desperate 
problems indeed, yet isolated from other plant physiol- 
ogists, Edith could not get the professional assistance she 
needed to overcome her difficulties. 

Too discouraged to continue her research, she left the 
Desert Laboratory to work as a technician in a local medical 
laboratory. Forrest Shreve, as supportive as ever, tried to 
enlist the cooperation of more physiologically oriented 
colleagues, including Burton Livingston, to whom he 
wrote, "Mrs. Shreve has been doing clinical work again, and 
I am not sure that I will ever be able to coax her back into 
botany again, unless you will come out and help me. "18 

Forrest encouraged his wife to write up a "tentative ac- 
count of her work" for comment and criticism by 
Livingston and another physiologist; that way she could 

13F. Shreve to B. E. Livingston, 11 Oct. 1929, Special Collections. 

14F. Shreve to J. W. Shive, 14 June 1930, Special Collections. 
15B. E. Livingston, 20 June 1933, Special Collections. 
16F. Shreve to B. E. Livingston, 10 Nov. 1933, Special Collections. 
"Ibid. 

18F. Shreve to B. E. Livingston, 22 May 1933, Special Collections. 
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The Desert Laboratory group in the late 1930s: Left to 
right: Arthur Hinckley, Forrest Shreve, Edith Shreve, 
Howard Gentry, T D. Mallery, William Turnage. 

compensate for the scientific contacts not available in 
Tucson.19 Edith apparently never followed up on his 
suggestion. Perhaps her irregular position at the laboratory 
made her reluctant to approach established researchers. 

In 1935, Edith and a close friend opened their own clini- 
cal laboratory in Tucson, then becoming a center for pa- 
tients with respiratory illness. Unfortunately, the country 
was in the depths of the depression, and they went out of 
business about eighteen months later, mainly because they 
had difficulty collecting fees from their clients. After her 
laboratory closed, Edith continued to work at other clinical 
laboratories in Tucson. She had not lost interest in plant 
physiology, though, and she worked intermittently at the 
Desert Laboratory until November 5, 1938, when the 
chemistry building burned to the ground. Forrest recorded 
in his diary, "It is a sad spectacle and a heavy blow to 
Edith." All her notes from the last twenty -eight years of 
research were destroyed in the fire. 

Edith resumed work soon afterwards in a jerry-built 
laboratory in the main building, but 1939 was her last year 
of physiological research. The prospect of starting from 
scratch at the age of sixty was evidently too much to face. In 
1940, at the meetings of the Botanical Society of America in 

19F. Shreve to B. E. Livingston, 10 Nov. 1933, Special Collections. 

Seattle, she gave a paper on her transpiration work, then 
turned her back on plant physiology forever. That same 
year she resumed regular duties as a medical researcher a 
the Desert Sanatorium (now Tucson Medical Center), am 
worked on blood chemistry and arthritis research until shy 
retired a few years later. 

After Forrest Shreve died in 1950, Edith moved frorr. 
Tucson to Long Beach, California, where her daughter and 
son -in -law lived. Here Edith's life "took another turn- 
about," as Margaret later described it, and she became 
active in various ladies' groups.20 Edith died in Long Beach 
in 1956. No obituaries of her appeared in physiological 
journals or in the Carnegie Institution's yearbook: it looks 
as though she had been forgotten by all but family and 
friends. Three decades after Edith's death, we can only 
guess at what happened to the high hopes of her early 
thirties, when she worked side by side with her husband at 
the Desert Laboratory. We can only speculate on what 
happened to the enthusiastic, young plant physiologist 
whose perseverance and precision MacDougal warmly 
commended. 

In retrospect, Edith's life seems to have been a balancing 
act between the traditional woman's role and her conflict- 

20Margaret Shreve Conn, interview, 8 Oct. 1983. 
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ing desire for a scientific career. When the Shreves moved 
to Tucson in 1910, the change was primarily to benefit 
Forrest Shreve's career. That Edith was able to find a way to 
channel her energies and intellect is a tribute to her deter- 
mination. Nevertheless, in leaving the East Coast, where 
jobs were relatively plentiful, she also left in all likelihood 
any prospect of regular, scientific employment. Edith's 
very choice of plant physiology as a career embodied her 
balancing act: as a plant physiologist she took a step away 
from her own natural bent and approached closer to her 
husband's work. Once she became a mother, she departed 
even further from her professional goals. Margaret's birth, 
when Edith was thirty -nine, forced her into semi- retire- 
ment at an age when most scientists are reaching their full 
stride. It would be easy to suggest that Edith had sacrificed 
her career to motherhood, but Edith herself might well 
have disagreed; a close friend of the Shreves during the 
1930s later reported that Margaret was "the total joy" of her 
parents' lives.21 

Even had she not been sidetracked by motherhood, Edith 
would still have been hampered by her lack of a proper 
position. Her husband could be associated with the Desert 
Laboratory in a paying job, but Edith, in common with 
many female scientists of the first part of this century, 
worked without the financial and administrative backing 
of a powerful institution (Rossiter 1982). The lack of such 
backing meant more than the absence of a salary. It meant 
that Edith had no technical or secretarial assistance, no 
chance for advancement and, worst of all, no professional 
standing in the world of science. 

The story of Edith's life is that of feminine aspirations 
colliding with feminine reality. Read as fiction, the story of 
her life lacks continuity; yet women's lives have tradition- 
ally been discontinuous, fragmented between the demands 
of husband, children and home and the internal cry for 
some greater outlet for talents that lie wasting. 
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(review) 

Australian 
Native Plants 
John W. Wrigley, Collins. Sydney, 1979. 448 pp. 

This is essentially an encyclopedia of those native plants 
useful for landscaping in Australia and by extension useful 
for landscaping in regions with similar climates. It is like a 

counterpart to the Sunset Western Garden Book but special- 
ized to deal only with plants native to Australia. A major 
difference is that the species are not listed in one single 
alphabetic run through the book but rather are in several 
alphabetic runs under categories such as ground covers, 
rockery plants, shrubs, trees, climbers, container plants, etc. 

The author shows himself to be extremely knowledgeable 
concerning propagation and cultivation of the species treated. 
It is good in this modern day, when joint productions by teams 

of authors are so common, to see a single individual write so 
authoritatively on such a large number of species. He minces 
no words and clearly writes from first -hand experience. The 
amount of information conveyed, already large, is made larger 
yet by adding symbols at the end of each treatment. These 
symbols are so numerous that every letter of the alphabet but 
Z has been given a specific meaning. For example, D designates 
"ground covers for small areas between shrubs or between 
driveway strips" and W signifies "resistant to salt spray." If one 
used the book every day perhaps the meaning of each symbol 
would be retained by the mind. Unfortunately, this reviewer 
finds himself constantly turning from the text to the key on 
page 12 to decipher the symbols. A bookmark bearing the key 
would be a very useful device for any user of the book to 
make. Several lists appearing at the end of the book place 
species into climatic or other groupings. Of particular interest 
to readers of Desert Plants is the list of species recommended 
for use in semi -arid areas. Other interesting lists are of 
groupings such as "scented plants" and "bird attractants." The 
book has clearly already become the standard work of 
reference in its field. 

(review) 

Euphorbia 
The Euphorbia journal 
Strawberry Press. Mill Valley, California. 
Volume 1. 1983. Volume 2. 1984. 

This publication has a split personality. The hard cover 
imprinted simply EUPHORBIA on both front and spine is 
more like a book than a journal. The title page inside, how- 
ever, reads EUPHORBIA JOURNAL. The first 48 pages of the 
1983 volume and the first 94 pages of the 1984 volume con- 
sist of articles in the traditional sense of a journal. Interest- 
ingly, these 142 pages make up precisely half of the 284 pages 
of the first two volumes. The second half of each volume 
consists of a collection of photographs and descriptions of 
"The Succulent Euphorbiaceae." This portion bears little 
resemblance to what Americans normally think of as "jour- 
nal" or "magazine" material but does follow the tradition of 
English botanical and horticultural periodicals such as Cur- 
tis' Botanical Magazine. The collection of photographs and 
descriptions is published without specific reference to author- 
ship except for the statement on the copyright page of the 
entire volume reading "All photography by Ron LaFon except 
where noted." Books and periodicals are cited as "Sources for 

the Descriptive Notes." Presumably these have been adapted 
by the editor or editors. Both Herman Schwartz and Ron 
LaFon are given the title "Editor" on both copyright pages, but 
in an editorial in Volume 2, Herman Schwartz is referred to as 
"editor" and Ron LaFon as "co- editor." On the copyright page 
Elisa Adler is "Assistant Editor" but in the editorial is merely 
"editorial assistant." Helen Schwartz -Fellenbaum is Editorial 
Coordinator. Ron LaFon is photographer. Leah Schwartz is 
listed as "artist" in the editorial and Erika Perloff as "botanical 
illustrator," but only Erika Perloff appears on the copyright 
page as "staff artist." Herman Schwartz is publisher. The entire 
editorial staff, including also Bob Cooney as graphic designer, 
appear in a "happy family" group portrait. Production of the 
volumes is thus portrayed as a group effort. Significantly, with 
regard to the apparent split personality of the journal, all of the 
editorial staff are professionals in other fields. Both Ron LaFon 
and Helen Schwartz -Fellenbaum have Masters Degrees in 
psychology and Herman Schwartz is a practicing physician. 

The quality of both Volumes 1 and 2 are excellent, 
particularly the illustrations. There are a few seeming mis- 
identifications but those of Volume 1 are mostly corrected in 
Volume 2 or if moot, then at least discussed. An improvement 
in Volume 2 over Volume 1 is the addition of authorities for 
binomial names. A scholar would argue that the name of the 
publication is misleading. From outer appearance "EUPHOR- 
BIA" is a book or series of books. From inner appearance "THE 
EUPHORBIA JOURNAL" is a journal or magazine. However, 
the subject matter covered is neither restricted to the genus 
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Euphorbia, nor is it intended to deal with the entire genus 
Euphorbia. In actuality the publication deals with those 
species of Euphorbia which are succulent and also succulent 
species of other genera such as Jatropha, Monadenium, and 
Synadenium. 

The publication seems extremely successful in appealing 
to the succulent enthusiast who grows Euphorbia and related 
plants as a hobby. It goes beyond the popular, however, and is 
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of true botanical and horticultural significance. It deserves a 
place in any library dealing with arid and semi -arid plants or 
regions, particularly Africa and Madagascar. Considering 
the lavish use of color photography throughout, the price is 
not excessive for such a specialized publication with a 

limited production run. The printing, done in Japan, is excel- 
lent. The offer of a lifetime subscription for $250 which 
appeared in Volume 1 increased 20% to $300 in Volume 2. 

(review) 

A Photographic History of 
The University of Arizona 
Phyllis Ball. University of Arizona Press. 1986. 469 pp. 

This is an excellent and comprehensive book by the one 
person best qualified to produce it. The University was 
originally and remains an agricultural school with a strong 
interest in desert plants. The book reveals that the institu- 
tion's first faculty member, F. A. Gulley, was an agricul- 
turist who studied the wild desert Canaigre plant (Rumex 
hymenosepalus). He was a graduate of our country's first 
agricultural college (Michigan State) and had served as 
Director of the Texas Agricultural Station. Gulley actually 
lived in Old Main while hiring the University's first fac- 
ulty, planning the curriculum, ordering blackboards, and 
starting the library. There was nothing before he came 
other than an unfinished building needing a well, pump and 
water tank. From the book's description one is reminded of 
the beginning of the institution that became ASU at 
Tempe: the school term was about to start when it was 
discovered that no one had remembered to dig privies for 
the students to use as restrooms! 

Soon after the first building was completed on the UA 
Campus, a pumphouse was built with an engine running on 
firewood of Mesquite (Prosopis velutina), a "Horticul- 
turist's Cottage" was built, a cactus garden established, and 
a greenhouse constructed. For a number of years, when the 
faculty took vacations they were expected to stump the 
state (without pay) recruiting students. Most new students 
went into the "prep" division of the University since 
Arizona at that time lacked high schools. The UA for a 
number of years was a curious mixture of agricultural 
station, botanical garden, high school and college. 

Botanist J. W. Tourney, one of the UA's first six faculty 
members, used the cactus garden in his teaching. It devel- 
oped into a collection of 600 species. The campus 
greenhouse had been optimistically built without heating 
by W. S. Devol of the Agricultural Experiment Station, 
saying "in this climate it will require no heating." After 
Devol left, Tourney had to add heating to counteract the 

winter frosts. Apparently Tourney had to teach a full range 
of biology courses in addition to Agricultural Experiment 
Station duties. A photo of his classroom (page 40) shows a 
skull and human bones strewn under the lab table. The 
Arizona cactus genus Toumeya is named for him. Tourney 
left his beloved cactus garden in 1899 to help establish the 
School of Forestry at Yale University. 

The UA appears to have been an early bastion of women's 
rights, being co- educational from the start. The first 
graduating class was comprised of two women and one 
man, each of which gave a lecture as part of the graduation 
ceremonies, one on irrigation, the other two on more 
esoteric subjects. An early UA President, M. M. Parker, was 
forced to resign by the regents because of his poor attitude 
toward the University's female instructors. Botanist J. J. 

Thomber was hired under Parker's administration and later 
became Dean of the College of Agriculture. He wrote a 
book on cacti which was very popular in its day. 

The Photographic History abounds with the trivia 
which, when added together, document the unfolding of 
the institution from a minor prep school and college to a 
great University. The stagecoach (page 33) taking students 
on a desert picnic looks like a scene from a movie. Pictures 
of the Agricultural Demonstration Train which toured the 
state from 1912 to 1914 are shown on page 86. This 
forerunner of the Extension Service took exhibits and lec- 
tures to all people of the state, even those of small towns. A 
photo on page 111 shows dormitory beds in 1916 without 
mattresses; students were required to bring their own. 

The groundbreaking ceremony for the new library in 
1924 (page 149) consisted of Dean Thornber plowing with a 

team of horses. A golden age of plant studies at the UA was 
ensured in 1927 when Dr. H. L. Shantz, head of the De- 
partment of Botany of the University of Illinois, was named 
President of the University of Arizona. The choice had been 
primarily made by another plant scientist, F. J. Crider of the 
Board of Regents, who happened to be Director of the Boyce 
Thompson Southwestern Arboretum at Superior. In 1973, 
when a larger library became needed, President John P. 
Schaeffer, in the historic tradition of Thomber, again broke 
out a plow and team of horses (page 379) for the UA 
tradition ground- breaking! This book will be enjoyed not 
only by those who have seen the University mature, but 
by those who have no idea at all of its history. -F. S. 

Crosswhite. 
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Contact Dermatitis 
From Sonoran 
Desert Plants 

Kenneth F. Lampe 
Director, Department of Drugs 
American Medical Association 

In 1965, dermatologists around Poona on the west coast 
of India suddenly began to see agricultural workers with a 
skin eruption affecting their faces, necks and forearms. 
Initially, the skin was erythematous and later became wet 
with exudate and covered with fluid -filled vesicles. The 
affected skin itched intensely. Sometimes the eruptions 
became generalized over a wide area. The damaged skin 
was susceptible to bacterial invasion (impetiginization) 
and these patients also suffered fatigue and weight loss. 
Some patients developed a universal erythroderma unre- 
sponsive to treatment with systemic corticosteroids and a 
few died. More generally, the skin lesions progressed to a 
chronic state in which the skin appeared thickened. It 
became fissured and developed plaque -like structures so 
that the skin surface resembled tree bark (lichenification). 
Children did not share the susceptibility to this plant 
exhibited by adults. 

By 1968, the cause of the scourge was shown to be the 
weed feverfew, Parthenium hysterophorus. Feverfew, a 
common name shared by other plants, is native to the 
southeastern United States, to the Rio Grande plains and 
southeastern Texas, most of Mexico, the Caribbean, Argen- 
tina and Bolivia. It was first noted in Poona in 1956, where 
it is presumed to have been introduced as a contaminant 
with cereal grains from the western hemisphere. It became 
established rapidly, crowding out the local flora, and estab- 
lishing itself over hundreds of square miles throughout 
India. Efforts toward eradication are viewed as increasingly 
hopeless. In one desperate attempt, 2,500 school children 
were mobilized to go into the fields and pull up the weed. 

The skin reactive materials in Parthenium hyster- 
ophorus are sesquiterpene lactones, the pseudoguainolides 
parthenin and ambrosin. These chemicals are formed and 
stored in trichomes and capitate sessile glands on the leaf 
surface where they presumably function as insect -feeding 
deterrants. Allergic contact dermatitis results from the 
deposition of these chemicals on to the skin of sensitized 
individuals. It is not even necessary to go into the field to 
make contact, since there is an abundance of trichomes on 
wind -blown plant fragments that can affect city dwellers. 

The disastrous affect of this alien invader in India is of 
considerable interest since a plant of the same genus, P. 
argentatum, the guayule or rubber plant, is being intro- 
duced from its native homeland of Trans -Pecos Texas and 
the Chihuahuan Desert into the Sonoran Desert regions of 
Arizona and Mexico to be grown commercially as a source 
of isoprene rubber. It, too, contains a dermatitis- evoking 
sensitizer, in this case guayulin A, a cinnamic acid ester of a 
sesquiterpene alcohol. It is as potent as parthenin, or in 
terms more familiar in the United States, as poison ivy and 
poison oak. Plant breeding experiments are in progress to 
develop plants with good commercial characteristics. 
Guayule undergoes hybridization with mariola, P. in- 
canum, of Arizona and Sonora, and P. tomentosum var. 
stramonium, an arborescent species of Sonora and Sinaloa. 
Both of these species also contain sesquiterpene lactones 
that produce allergic contact dermatitis and are cytotoxic. 
The potential health hazards that may result from the 
introduction of this alien plant or from a genetic variety are 
yet to be determined. Guayule has already escaped from 
cultivation and is becoming established in the Sonoran 
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Desert. 
In man, contact dermatitis is the most deleterious form 

of plant injury in terms of the number of people affected, 
the degree of suffering, and economic loss. Plants capable of 
damaging the skin are under -reported from desert areas 
simply because of the low population exposure. Obviously, 
it is useful to determine which plants may be injurious so 
that if they appear in new geographic areas or are of interest 
for agricultural exploitation, appropriate measures can be 
taken to minimize any potential hazard. To encourage the 
reporting of plants not previously associated with der- 

Sapindus saponaria var. drummondii 
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matitis, we have selected the Sonoran Desert and will 
utilize its endemic species to illustrate the varieties of 
contact dermatitis. In many instances, the injury - 
producing plants are not noted in the medical literature and 
we owe our knowledge of many of them to Dr. Robert H. 
Peebles, who included this information in Kearney & Pee- 
bles Arizona Flora. A note on methods for reporting plant 
dermatitis appears at the end of this article. Unless 
otherwise stated, all Mexican common names will be spe- 
cific for the State of Sonora. Care should be exercised, 
however, in using common names for identification, since 

Sapium biloculare 
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the same name may be applied to many plants not related 
botanically but which share the property for inducing 
dermatitis. 

Allergic Contact Dermatitis 
This type of dermatitis requires sensitization to a plant 

by cutaneous contact. Only on a subsequent exposure can 
dermatitis be elicited. The sensitizing substances are low 
molecular weight compounds (haptens) that penetrate the 
skin to combine with epidermal protein to form antigens. 
More than one contact with the hapten may be necessary to 
induce sensitization. There is considerable difference in 
the ability of various haptens to induce sensitivity, some 
producing this state in most individuals after a single 
contact, others require multiple challenges and then sen- 
sitize only a small portion of the population. About one to 
three weeks are required after the sensitizing contact for 
the required immunological changes to occur in the body 
before another contact with the plant can result in der- 
matitis. Some haptens produce a transient sensitivity last- 
ing only for a single season; others may induce lifetime 
sensitization. Sensitization is relatively specific. Individ- 
uals sensitized to poison ivy, for example, will be affected 
by other dermatitis -producing members of the Anacar- 
diaceae since there are only small differences in the struc- 
tures of their haptens; however, they will not respond to 
dermatitis -producing plants of other families since they 
contain haptens of unrelated structure. 

Once the individual becomes sensitized, the entire skin 
surface becomes reactive. However, only that part of the 
skin that actually comes into contact with the plant will 
exhibit dermatitis. Some body sites, particularly the palms 
and soles, where the horny layer of the skin (stratum 
corneum) is thickest, and the hairy scalp, are less likely to 
exhibit dermatitis because these present a physical barrier 
to the hapten. 

Following re- exposure of the sensitized individual, a 12- 
to 24 -hour period, sometimes more, elapses before the 
dermatitis appears. This latent period is the distinguishing 
feature for the classification of allergic contact dermatitis. 
Individuals who have had previous cases of dermatitis from 
the plant or are exposed to massive amounts of hapten tend 
to exhibit shorter latent periods. The first detectable re- 
sponse is reddening of the skin, sometimes accompanied by 
edematous swelling. During the following 24 hours, blis- 
ters (known as vesicles or bullae, depending on size) form. 
These are filled with serous fluid which is antigen -free and 
cannot spread dermatitis to other areas of the body or to 
other individuals. Such spread is due invariably to hapten 
remaining on unwashed hands or that has contaminated 
clothing or equipment. Exudation may be marked so that 
the affected areas will be quite moist. Severe itching is a 
consistent and diagnostic feature of this type of dermatitis. 
Sensitized individuals show a wide range of responsiveness 
to a measured quantity of hapten, some exhibiting only a 
mild erythema whereas others can show a disabling der- 
matitis. In addition to this difference between people, the 
severity of the response is determined also by the quantity 
of hapten, as well as the size and region of the skin involved. 
The eyelids and scrotum are particularly sensitive and 
respond with severe edematous swelling but generally do 

not exhibit the formation of vesicles. In the absence of 
continued exposure or complications from mechanical irri- 
tation (scratching), infection, or inappropriate treatment, 
crusting and scaling will begin in a few days and the 
dermatitis will clear in about ten days. 

The Parthenium described in the introduction produces 
this type of dermatitis. A number of Sonoran Desert plants 
producing allergic contact dermatitis are known. The 
poison ivy family requires considerable moisture so it is 
restricted to canyon walls near rivers or springs. Across the 
southern three counties of Arizona and throughout the 
state of Sonora, this family is represented by poison ivy, 
Toxicodendron radicans var. divaricatum. Poison ivy is 
known by a member of common names throughout 
Mexico, including mala mujer, hiedra venenosa, and, from 
its tendency to produce marked swelling of the scrotum, as 
hincha huevos. Poison oak, T diversilobum, occurs only in 
the Baja California portion of the Sonoran Desert, where it 
is known as hiedra or hiegra. It is distributed sparsely in 
Baja California, but extends at least as far south as Mission 
El Rosario. It is likely to become more abundant, as it has in 
California, as a result of land clearing and changes in fire 
frequency, but will still be limited from low moisture. 

Phacelia, in the family Hydrophyllaceae, is another 
genus that produces allergic contact dermatitis. The hapten 
is contained in a stinging hair (trichome). Nine of the ten 
known sensitizing species of Phacelia occur within the 
Sonoran Desert. The most familiar is the desert heliotrope, 
P. crenulata, known in Baja Califonria as rama zorilla 
(skunk bush). It also occurs in the State of Sonora, in 
Arizona and in California. This plant possesses the most 
potent hapten of the Phacelia species tested. Interestingly, 
these haptens are highly specific, so that those with differ- 
ing sidechains may not elicit cross -sensitivity. In addition 
to Phacelia crenulata, Sonoran Desert members of this 
genus that produce dermatitis are: P. campularia, P. 

pedicellata, P. minor, P. parryi, P. ixodes, P. brachyloba, P. 
grandiflora, and P. viscida. 

Other allergic sensitizers are the copperweed Iva acerosa 
(Oxytenia acerosa ), a member of the Asteraceae. This is a 
relatively potent sensitizer. Two very weak and therefore 
infrequent sensitizers are the creosote bush, Larrea di- 
varicata ssp. tridentata (gobernadora), a member of the 
Zygophyllaceae, and the common mesquite, Prosopsis 
glandulosa (katzimelk), a member of the Fabaceae. 

Irritant Dermatitis 
Certain plants contain substances that are irritant or 

corrosive to the skin. The response is indistinguishable by 
gross appearance from allergic contact dermatitis. It may be 
differentiated in that the skin damage appears shortly after 
exposure and that the reaction is not accompanied by 
intense itching. Most individuals presumably would react 
to these chemicals, although various anatomical regions do 
differ in sensitivity, primarily because of differences in the 
thickness of the stratum comeum. In contrast to the ex- 
perience with allergic contactants, children's skin is more 
susceptible to damage from direct irritants than that of the 
adult. There is no consistent difference in response be- 
tween men and women, but there seems to be some genetic 
variation in respect to the severity. No immunologic 
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mechanism is involved, however, some sensitizing hap - 
tens, particularly phenolics, also are direct irritants if the 
skin is exposed to a sufficient concentration. 

Most often associated with this type of injury are mem- 
bers of the Euphorbiaceae. In the classification of G.L. 
Webster (Taxon 24:593 -601, 1975), plants contained within 
the subfamily Euphorbioideae, which includes the genus 
Euphorbia, exude a whitish latex when cut that is often 
caustic to the skin. This latex may contain tigliane, in- 
genane, or dapnane diterpenes. These polyhydroxy tricyclic 
and tetracyclic hydrocarbons are of interest not only be- 
cause they are inflammatory to the skin, but also because 
some can act as co- carcinogens, that is they promote the 
action of 'sub'- carcinogenic dose of known carcinogens. 
Almost all studies have focused on members of this genus 
from Africa and little is known of the toxicity or chemistry 
of New World species. 

If the latex comes in contact with the eye, there is an 
immediate burning sensation accompanied by copious 
tearing and sensitivity to light. During the subsequent 
eight to twelve hours, the vision becomes blurred and the 
pain increases. The epithelium of the cornea is corroded 
and there is marked edema and congestion of the conjunc- 
tiva. The eyelids will be reddened and edematous. The 
stromal layer of the cornea becomes edematous and this 
change leads to loss of visual acuity or blindness. The 
cornea appears whitish and opaque. Depending upon the 
extent of the initial injury, the stromal edema recedes over 
one or two weeks and the vision becomes restored without 
adverse sequelae. 

Stillingia, which is a member of the same subfamily, is 
well- represented: S. spinulosa occurs in sandy desert soils 
of the Lower Sonoran Zone, Baja California, and south- 
western Arizona; S. paucidentata in sandy and gravelly 
desert slopes of the Lower Sonoran Zone, southern Califor- 
nia, and barely enters Arizona at the mouth of the Williams 
River between Yuma and Mohave counties; and S. 

linearifolia in washes and sandy flats in central Baja Cali- 
fornia, southern California, western Arizona, and into 
northern Sonora. Nothing is known of the toxicity of these 
plants, although two eastern species, both present in Texas, 
S. sylvatica and S. texana have a milky white latex with 
vesicant properties. 

Sapium biloculare belongs to a genus that is morphologi- 
cally related closely to Stillingia. This large shrub is dis- 
tributed southward from Maricopa County in Arizona into 
the desert areas of Sonora and Baja California. It has a 
number of common names, including Mexican jumping 
bean (more commonly applied to Sebastiana pavoniana), 
hierbe de la flecha (Baja California and Sonora), hierbe mala, 
magot, and hehe -coanj (all Sonoran). All the Mexican 
species of this genus are reported to have a vesicant latex. 
Smoke from the burning wood of this species is reputed to 
produce severe eye irritation. 

The Sonoran Desert species of Manihot, which belong to 
a different subfamily (Crotonoideae) of the Euphorbiaceae, 
are said to be injurious to the skin; however, no details have 
been published and there is an absence of reports on der- 
matitis for the many tropical members of this genus. 

Saponins are glycosides of triterpenoids or sterols that are 
present in a great number of plants. Sometimes their con- 
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centration is so great that mixing plant tissue with water 
produces a foam and such plants have been used in early 
societies as laundry soap and to kill fish. Prolonged hand- 
ling of the fruits of Sapindus saponaria var. drummondii 
(Sapindaceae) can result in irritant dermatitis. This tree, 
known as the soapberry in Arizona and mata muchacho or 
chirrion in Sonora, has a translucent amber berry, about 
one -half inch in diameter, that may contain up to 30% 
saponin. 

The only representative of the Plumbaginaceae in 
Arizona is Plumbago scandens, which occurs at 2,500 to 
4,000 feet in canyons in Pima and Pinal counties. It is found 
also in Baja California near the coast from Loreto south into 
the cape region, and it is common in all but the driest parts 
of the desert in Sonora. It is known generally as hierba des 
pescado and as canutillo in Sinaloa. The leaves, stems, and 
particularly the roots are vesicant, a property exhibited by 
other members of this genus. The chemical responsible is 
plumbagin, 5- hydroxy -2- methyl -1, 4- napthoquinone. 

The sap from some agaves, for example Agave parryi and 
A. americana, can produce a severe burning sensation 
within three minutes. This is followed shortly by erythema 
and edema. Within hours, vesicles and exudation occurs. 
Diffuse splattering of the skin by the sap produces a hemor- 
rhagic purpuric appearance, which develops over a 12- to 
24 -hour period. This may be accompanied by fever and 
malaise. 

Phytophotodermatitis 
A small number of plants, most of which are members of 

the carrot family (Apiaceae) or rue family (Rutaceae), con- 
tain furocoumarins (psoralens) that sensitize the skin to 
long -wave (UV -A) light. The skin penetration of the 
furocoumarins is enhanced by moisture so that many of the 
early descriptions mention wet leaves or bodies moistened 
by sweating as a requisite for dermatitis. Within six to 24 
hours of contact, and following exposure to sunlight, the 
exposed skin area burns. This can range from a mild 
erythema to severe blistering. Presumably all exposed indi- 
viduals will be affected. After the burn clears, the affected 
skin becomes pigmented and may remain so for many 
months. Sometimes precise leaf patterns can be seen as 
dark tattoos on the skin. 

The only phytophotodermatitis -inducing plants in the 
Sonoran Desert area are the hop tree, Ptelea trifoliata ssp. 
angustifolia in Arizona, P. aptera in Baja California, and 
two unidentified species of Ptelea on the fringes of the 
desert in Sonora. 

Contact Urticaria 
Contact urticaria is a response to plants characterized by 

a stinging or itching sensation, usually associated with the 
formation of a smooth, elevated patch on the skin (wheal). 
The wheal may be redder or paler than the surrounding 
skin. This response from plants may be either nonim- 
munologic or allergic, but the former is more common. 

Nonimmunologic contact urticaria is typically produced 
by the stinging nettles. These plants have fluid -filled hol- 
low hairs (trichomes) that act as hypodermic needles, 
penetrating the skin to release their contents. This causes 
an almost immediate burning sensation associated with 
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itching. Urtica dioica var. gracilis (ortiga) occurs in 
Arizona and Sonora. U. urens (chichicaste) is sparingly 
naturalized from Europe throughout the area. Another 
member of the Urticaceae, present in Baja California and 
particularly noted for its "vicious, stinging hairs" is Hes- 
perocnide tenella. The chemical details are unfortunately 
lacking. It has been suggested that acetylcholine, his- 
tamine, and serotonin are present and responsible for the 
observed reaction. However, this notion is based on tissue 
assays and has not been confirmed by chemical analysis. 

Cnidoscolus angustidens 

Cnidoscolus angustidens 

Certain members of the Euphorbiaceae also possess 
stinging hairs that can produce prolonged and severe re- 
sponses. A selected member from each genus in the Sono- 
ran Desert would include Dalechampia scandens, Tragia 
amblyodonta, and Cnidoscolus angustidens. The Tragia 
exhibit considerable differences in sting severity between 
different members of the genus; the one cited is very 
potent. Dalechampia species produce the least severe re- 
sponse, possibly because any given plant may possess few 
or no stinging hairs. Dalechampia and Tragia are both 

Cissus trifoliata 

Parthenium argentaturn 
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members of the subfamily Acalyphoideae; Cnidoscolus is 
in the subfamily Crotonoideae. For none of these has the 
chemistry of the stinging hairs been reported. In the case of 
Cnidoscolus, a large molecular weight component is 
suggested since painful tenderness and swelling occurs in 
distant superficial lymph nodes following anything more 
than minor contact. Although proteases have been isolated 
from the leaves of some species and triterpenoids from the 
latex, the contents of the trichomes apparently has not 
received chemical attention. 

Only four families are known to have stinging hairs and 
all four are represented in the Sonoran Desert area. The 
first, the Hydrophyllaceae, represented by Phacelia, was 
discussed under allergic contact dermatitis. The Euphor- 
biaceae and Urticaceae have been discussed in this section. 
The last of the four, Loasaceae, is well represented by three 
genera with stinging hairs. A selected representative from 
each would be Gronovia scandens (quemador), Eucnide 
urens, and Cevallia sinuata. The relative intensity of indi- 
vidual species (there are five species of Eucnide in Baja 
California alone) has not been reported nor has the stinging 
component of any of the Loasaceae been determined. 

Mechanical Injury 
Desert plants are often well -armed with thorns, spines or 

barbs as a strategy of assuring their survival. In Kearney and 
Peebles Arizona Flora, the devil's claw or cat claw acacia, 
Acacia greggii, is described as: "This is probably the most 
heartily disliked plant in the state, the sharp, strong prick- 
les tearing the clothes and lacerating the flesh." Although a 
vast number of plants could be described in this respect, 
two are of particular interest. 

A single genus of cactus, Opuntia, (cholla, prickly pear), 
possesses detachable, barbed bristles (glochids). The ocular 
implantation of windborne glochids may produce eye irri- 
tation, which sometimes will not resolve unless they are 
removed mechanically. The imbedding of glochids in the 
skin, at least in Arizona, may lead to allergic granulomas. 
This phenomenon is not encountered elsewhere in the 
United States. It is ascribed to contamination of the glochid 
surface with a fungus, specifically the dry climate organism 
Alternaria. Since this organism acts as a source of hapten, 
only individuals who have become sensitized will respond 
with a granuloma to injury from the glochid. 

Any type of thorn can act as a vector for introducing 
bacteria. A thorn broken from the plant and lodged near 
bone over a prolonged period acts as a foreign body that may 
induce osteoblastic or osteolytic responses visible by X -ray 
and known as "thorn tumors ". Thorns lodged in joints may 
be responsible for synovitis. "Thorns" in the form of cal- 
cium oxalate needles may occur within the plant, either in 
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the leaves and stem or in the fruit. Cissus trifoliata, a 
member of the grape family (Vitaceae) acts in this manner 
as a simple, but severe mechanical irritant. 

The most recent report (1985) describing a dermatitis - 
producing plant from Arizona is the coast fiddleneck, Am- 
sinckia intermedia. This plant is covered wih short, stiff 
bristles that can result in a rash through mechanical irrita- 
tion. Although this response has been noted for other 
members of the Borginaceae, it is the first report for this 
genus. 

How to Report Dermatitis -Producing Plants 
Plants not previously noted to produce allergic contact 

dermatitis, contact urticaria, primarily chemical irritation, 
or phytophotodermatitis should have this information pub- 
lished. The easiest source to determine whether such a 
report has already been made is the encyclopedic reference 
by Mitchell and Rook: Botanical Dermatology. Although 
the publication of this information in a botanical serial or 
book will be disseminated eventually to dermatologists 
and public health workers, it would be highly desired if 
such notes were inserted into medical publications di- 
rectly. Two outlets are recommended for brief notes: any 
State Medical Journal or the journal Contact Dermatitis. 
The latter will publish brief notes of two or three para- 
graphs. 

It is hoped that this article also has indicated certain gaps 
in our information concerning plants already known to be 
injurious, e.g., the comparative irritant potential of the 
Sonoran species of Stillingia. The incorporation of such 
information in monographs or floras is of much value to 
economic botanists and health professionals. 
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Notes on the 
Flora of Arizona VII 

Charles T. Mason, Jr. 
Rebecca K. Van Devender 
Gregory D. Starr 
Herbarium, University of Arizona 

Thirteen interesting plant collections have come to the atten- 
tion of the University of Arizona Herbarium staff and are reported 
here. Of these, ten are additions to the flora of Arizona, and three 
are confirmations of tentatively recognized species. Among the ten 
additions, two are Mexican species recorded north of the border for 
the first time, four are introduced weeds, three are newly discov- 
ered natives, and one represents the establishment without culti- 
vation of a common ornamental shrub. Voucher specimens are 
deposited in the University of Arizona Herbarium. 

ALISMATACEAE 
Sagittaria montevidensis Cham. & Schlecht. 
subsp. calycina (Engelm.) Bogin 
Sagittaria calycina Engelm. 
Lophotocarpus calycinus (Engelm.) J. G. Sm. 

Emergent aquatic annual to 2 m tall; leaf blades sagittate, 
broadly ovate, to 20 cm or more long and wide; pistillate heads up 
to 2 cm in diameter; sepals orbicular- ovate, about 13 mm long. 

Sagittaria montevidenis differs from other southwestern species 
of Sagittaria in having the sepals of the fruiting heads appressed or 
spreading not reflexed, and the pedicels recurved and noticeably 
thickened. The key to species of Sagittaria in Arizona Flora 
(Kearney and Peebles, 1960, pp. 68 -69) may be amended as follows 
to include S. montevidenis: 
1. Leaves all or mostly entire; linear, lanceolate, or elliptic 

1 S. graminea 
1. Leaves all or mostly sagittate; broader la 

la. Fruiting heads maturing on stout recurving pedicels; sep- 
als not reflexed in fruit; filaments of stamens clothed with 
papillae S. montevidensis 

1 a Fruiting heads maturing on slender spreading or ascending 
pedicels; sepals reflexed in fruit; filaments glabrous ..2 

The single Arizona collection was found in a stock tank 2 miles 
north of Elfrida, Cochise County, at least 4150 feet elevation (T. R. 
Van Devender, s.n., Aug. 1981). Sagittaria montevidenis subsp. 
calycina has a widespread distribution in the United States, rang- 
ing from Ohio and Michigan west to North Dakota, New Mexico 
and California, and south to Virginia, Tennessee, Louisiana and 
Texas (Correll and Correll, 1972). It also has been recorded from 
Chihuahua, Mexico (R. K. and T. R. Van Devender 84 -499, Oct. 
1984). 

HYDROCHARITACEAE 
Hydrilla verticillata (L. f.) Royle 

Submerged aquatic with tuberiferous rhizomes and profusely 
branching stems; leaves 6 -15 mm long in whorls of 4 -6, sessile, 
obovate- oblong, sharply serrate; flowers reportedly unisexual, 
spathaceous, solitary in axils of leaves. No flowering specimens 
have been seen by us. 

Vegetatively Hydrilla closely resembles Elodea (also called 
Anacharis and Egeria) in its whorls of 4 -6 leaves, but differs in 
having leaves iwth prominent serrations on the margins and very 
small thornlike projections on the underside of the midrib. Hyd- 
rilla may be added to the Hydrocharitaceae key in the supplement 
to Arizona Flora (p. 1039) with the following modifications: 
1. Stems elongated, leafy; leaves in whorls of 3 -6 2 
1. Stems short and condensed, bearing a tuft of elongated ribbon- 

like leaves, 1.5 - 2.0 dm long 2 Vallisneria 
2. Leaves entirte or at most serrulate 1. Elodea 
2. Leaves serrate with thornlike projections on underside of mid- 

rib Hydrilla 
This aquatic weed has recently been collected in the Phoenix 

area. The first specimen was sent to the Herbarium in July 1984 by 
John Fishler from a golf course pond at 103rd Avenue and Indian 
School Road. Since then an additional collection has been made in 
the same general area (R. D. Spilsbury, s.n., Sept. 1985). 

Hydrilla is believed to have originated in Central Africa (Yeo and 
McHenry, 1977). In the United States it was first discovered in 
1958 on Florida's west coast. By 1976 it apparently had spread 
throughout the Southeast, and was beginning to invade California 
lakes and canals. The plant propagates rapidly by vegetative 
methods from stem fragments, tubers, and special buds called 
turions. Dense mats of Hydrilla branches floating near the water 
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surface can clog waterways and displace native vegetation (Ibid). 

CYPERACEAE 
Eleocharis parvula (Roem. & Schult.) Link 
var. anachaeta (Torr.) Svenson 

Caespitose herb 2 -7 cm tall with capillary stems and small 
tubers; spikelets 2 -3.5 mm long; perianth bristles 3 or 0; stigmas 3; 
achenes trigonous. 

This species was provisionally included by Kearney and Peebles 
in the flora of Arizona because of its widespread distribution, 
including the adjacent states of California, Nevada and New 
Mexico. A specimen from the Dobson Ranch Golf Course at 
Baseline and Dobson Roads, Mesa, (R. D. Spilsbury, s.n., Sept. 
1985) confirms its presence. 

POLYGONACEAE 
Eriogonum deserticola Wats. 

Much branched shrub to 1.5 m tall; branchlets white tomentose 
and leafy, but soon glabrous and leafless; leaves ovate to suborbicu- 
lar, 5 -15 mm long and wide, petioles 5 -12 mm long; involucres 
subsessile, solitary in axils of bracts, turbinate -campanulate, about 
2 mm long; flowers on 3 -5 mm long pedicels, yellow with greenish 
or reddish midribs, 3 -3.5 mm long, silky villous outside. 

In Kearney and Peebles' manual Eriogonum deserticola keys out 
near E. fasciculatum from which it differs in having yellow flowers 
and solitary few -flowered involucres instad of white or pink flow- 
ers and clustered, many -flowered involucres. The key to species 
(p. 233) may be amended to read: 
30. Perianth silky -villous 30a 
30. Perianth glabrous 31 
30a. Involucres dense, subcapitate; leaves linear to narrowly ellip- 

tic, fasciculate; perianth white or pink ....E. fasciculatum 
30a. Involucres solitary, leaves ovate to suborbicular, perianth 

yellow E. deserticola 
Eriogonum deserticola occurs on sand dunes in southeastern 

California and northwestern Sonora. In Arizona it was collected 
about 2 miles northeast of United States -Mexico Boundary 
Monument 198, Yuma County, at 420 feet elevation. (G. 
Yatskievych 81 -216 and F. Reichenbacher 644, June 1981). 

AIZOACEAE 
Mesembryanthemum nodiflorum L. 

Much branched erect to decumbent annual, 5 -20 cm tall; leaves 
alternate, linear, subterete, 1 -2 cm long; flowers small, solitary, 
axillary, sessile or on short stout pedicels; petals white, 4 -5 mm 
long; ovary 5- loculed, opening by valves. 

Mesembryanthemum nodiflorum represents the second species 
of this genus to be reported for Arizona; M. crystallinum L. was 
recorded earlier by Pinkava et al. (1978). Both species are succulent 
annuals densely covered with large vesicles, but they can be readily 
distinguished by the broad ovate leaves of M. crystallinum as 
contrasted to the narrow cylindrical leaves of M. nodiflorum. 

The genus can be added to the Aizoaceae key in Arizona Flora (p. 
280) by including an opening couplet: 
la. Petals present, ovary inferior . Mesembryanthemum 
la. Petals absent; ovary superior 1. 

A native of Africa, Mesembryanthemum nodiflorum has been 
established for many years along California coastal areas from 
Santa Barbara southward (Munz, 1959). It was first collected in 
Arizona by K. C. Hamilton, University of Arizona weed specialist, 
in March and April 1983 from two localities in Maricopa County 
north of Maricopa. 

PORTULACACEAE 
Talinum humile E. L. Greene 
Talinum greenmanii Harshb. 

Succulent herb to 5 cm tall with a tuberous thickened root; 
leaves terete, 1 -5 cm long, congested near the base of the plant; 
flowers yellow, about 4 mm long in terminal cymes overtopped by 
leaves; fruit a capsule 4 -5 mm long. 

Talinum humile differs from other Arizona Talinum (Kearney 
and Peebles, 1960) in having yellow flowers arranged in terminal 
cymes. It differs from T marginatum from the Huachuca Moun- 
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tains (Toolin, in press) in having sessile leaves which overtop the 
inflorescence. The key to species of Talinum in Arizona Flora (p. 
286) may be amended to include T humile as follows: 
2. Flowers in terminal cymes 2a 
2. Flowers solitary or in very few -flowered axillary cymes ....5 
2a. Flowers yellow, overtopped by leaves T humile 
2a. Flowers pink 3 

Talinum humile has only been collected in Arizona from 5 5 
miles south of Sonoita, Santa Cruz County. A large population is 
reported over an area of 50 by 25 feet (J. Kaiser 1393, July 1981). 
Talinum humile is previously known only from the type locality in 
the Pinos Altos Mountains, Grant County, New Mexico (Greene, 
1881), and from the Sierra de Ajusco in Mexico. The Sonoita 
collection represents the only known United States population, 
because search has failed to relocate specimens from the type 
locality (P. R. Neal, pers. comm.). 

CRUCIFERAE 
Cardaria pubescens (Meyer) Rollins 
var. elongata Rollins 
Hymenophysa pubescens C. A. Meyer 

Rhizomatous perennial herb, 20 -40 cm tall; leaves oblong, 10 -30 
mm long, all sessile and mostly auriculate- clasping, short - 
pubescent, margins finely serrate -dentate; flowers white, about 2 
mm long in corymbose racemes; fruits inflated, subglobose 
silicles. 

Cardaria pubescens is very similar in appearance to C. draba (L.) 
Desv., a much more common species in Arizona. Kearney and 
Peebles did not recognize the genus Cardaria in Arizona Flora and 
placed C. draba in Lepidium (Lepidium draba L.). In the 1960 
supplement this species was transferred to Cardaria, which was 
distinguished from Lepidium by the subglobose, inflated and inde- 
hiscent fruits. 

The two species of Cardaria may be separated as follows: 
1. Pods pubescent; leaves all sessile, mostly auriculate- clasping 

C. pubescens 
1. Pods glabrous; basal leaves petioled C draba 

Cardaria pubescens is an introduced weed which probably 
originated in Central Asia and came to the United States as a 
contaminant in alfalfa seed (Rollins, 1940). It is found primarily in 
cultivated fields, roadsides and waste ground, and has become 
widespread in the United States. The first collection for Arizona 
was made by Hugh Foraker on his ranch in Skull Valley west of 
Prescott, Yavapai County, in June 1984. 

According to Rollins the North American plants are not typical, 
having a more elongate infructescence and smaller silicles than 
those described from Central Asia. He named the North American 
plants C. pubescens (Meyer) Rollins var. elongata Rollins (Rollins, 
1940). 

LEGUMINOSAE 
Cassia artemisioides Gaud. 

Rounded, gray pubescent shrub to 2 m tall; leaves pinnate, 
leaflets 3 -6 pairs, linear -terete, 2 -2.5 cm long; flowers yellow, 
about 1 cm long, in short racemes; pods flat, 5 -7.5 cm long. 

Cassia artemisioides, a winter and spring flowering species, can 
be distinguished from all other Arizona Cassias by its linear -terete 
leaflets. The key in Arizona Flora (pp. 404 -405) may be altered by 
starting with the following couplet: 
1 a. Leaflets linear and terete, about 1 mm broad 

C artemisioides 
la. Leaflets broader than 1 mm, flat 1 

A native of Australia, Cassia artemisioides is widely cultivated 
in southern Arizona under the name Feathery Cassia. Five uncul- 
tivated individuals, ranging from 0.5 to 1.0 m tall, were observed 
near Speedway and Anklam Roads west of Tucson in an undevel- 
oped area (T. R. Van Devender 85 -10, March 1985). 

CONVOLUVULACEAE 
Ipomoea cardiophylla A. Gray 

Twining vine: leaves cordate -ovate, 5 -8 cm long, 2 -4 cm wide, 
acuminate; sepals white scarious- margined to the apex; corolla 
20 -25 mm long, tube white, limb rose or violet. 
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Ipomoea cardiophylla is treated in Arizona Flora although no 
specimens from Arizona were seen by the authors. They included 
it on the basis that House (1908) gave the range for the species as 
"western Texas to Arizona and Mexico ", but he too did not cite an 
Arizona collection. The type specimen was collected by Wright on 
the western borders of Texas, in the mountains near El Paso (Gray, 
1886). Two Arizona specimens of Ipomoea cardiophylla are depo- 
sited at the University of Arizona Herbarium. Both were found in 
Cochise County, but 14 years intervened between collections. The 
earlier specimen was found at the site of an old mining operation, 
southwest of the Mule Mountains, between Huachuca Terrace and 
Palominas (L.N. Goodding 206 -61, Sept. 1961). In September 1975 
the plant was collected again in an arroyo five miles south of 
Tombstone at about 3700 feet elevation (S. Walker s.n.). Therefore, 
Ipomoea cardiophylla is an established member of the Arizona 
flora. 

VERBENACEAE 
Verbena ehrenbergiana Schauer 

Erect herb with opposite, pinnatifid, coarsely serrated leaves; 
inflorescence slender, paniculate, remotely flowered; corolla in- 
conspicuous, about 1 mm broad; nutlets smooth, 1 mm long, 
commissural faces meeting sharply at right angles. 

This species is tentatively recognized in Arizona Flora, but 
without definite locality. A specimen collected by D. Tuttle at 
Orange Avenue and Giss Access Road, Yuma, in May 1985 verifies 
the presence of Verbena ehrenbergiana in Arizona. The plant is not 
known to occur elsewhere in the United States, but is widespread 
throughout eastern Mexico. 

SOLANACEAE 
Solanum hindsianum Benth. 

Shrub to 3 m tall, usually armed with scattered spines; leaves 
ovate to oblong, 2 -6 cm long, covered with a dense feltlike pubes- 
cence; flowers solitary, blue to purple, to 5 cm in diameter; fruit 
globose, 1 -2 cm in diameter, smooth and pale green with darker 
green stripes. 

Solanum hindsianum differs from all other Arizona Solanum 
species in being a woody shrub. The key to species in Arizona Flora 
(Kearney and Peebles, 1960, pp. 756 -757) may be amended to 
include S. hindsianum as follows: 
4. Herbage and calyx spiny, or if (exceptionally) unarmed then 

densely and minutely whitish -lepidote. Corolla 20 -50 mm 
wide, blue, purple, violet or nearly white 4a 

4. Herbage and calyx not spiny, pubescence never lepidote . 6 

4a. Plant a shrub S. hindsianum 
4a. Plants annual or perennial, never shrubby 5 

Solanum hindsianum is a common plant of the Sonoran Desert 
flora in Baja California and coastal Sonora, Mexico. Previously it 
had been collected about seven miles south of the International 
Border in northwestern Sonora. A single collection has been made 
in Arizona from the Puerto Blanco Mts. Organ Pipe Cactus Na- 
tional Monument, 1.5 km south of Pinkley Peak, at 585 m eleva- 
tion. (M.L. Lechner, January 1986). This collection is the first 
record for the United States. 

COMPOSITAE 
Dyssodia porophylla (Cay.) Cay. 
subsp. porophylla var. porophylla 

Glabrous annual to 0.5 m tall, branching above; leaves 3 -4 cm 
long, divided into 9 -15 lobes, some of the lobes tipped with wiry 
setae; involucre about 12 mm high; heads discoid, 40 -50 flowered, 
corollas yellow. 

Dyssodia porophylla may be distinguished from all other 
Arizona Dyssodias by the peculiar fringed and horned bracts of the 
phyllaries. These characters may be worked into the key to species 
in Arizona Flora (p. 932) as follows: 
1. Heads large, the disk 1 -2 cm or more high; pappus of 10 -20 

paleae, each dissected into numerous bristles 1 a 
1. Heads smaller, the disk less than 1 cm high, or (in D. acerosa) up 

to 1.5 cm 3 
1 a. Annual; calyculate phyllaries with 5 -10 wiry setae; principal 

phyllaries keeled, with one large terminal gland, the keel pro- 
duced beyond the gland into a horn -like appendage about 1 mm 
long D porophylla 

1 a. Perennial; calyculate phyllaries entire or occasionally with one 
or two lateral lobes; principal phyllaries not bearing a horn -like 
appendage 2 

Dyssodia porophylla subsp. porophylla was discovered in Dixie 
Canyon, Mule Mountains, Cochise County (R. & S. Luetcke, Sept. 
1984). This is the first record for the United States, as well as for 
Arizona. Previously the plant has been known from Mexico, pri- 
marily the west -central states, south into Guatemala (Strother, 
1969). It is also reported from at least two localities in Sonora, the 
nearest of these to the Arizona population being Palm Canyon, 
about 17 miles southeast of Magdalena (K. Birgy & G. Starr, Oct. 
1982). 

Hedypnois cretica (L.) Willd. 
Rhagadiolus heydypnois All. 
Rhagadiolus creticus All. 

Diffusely branched annual, flowering March to May; leaves 
variously lobed to entire, cauline leaves sessile and somewhat 
auriculate- clasping; heads small on naked peduncles; flowers yel- 
low, all ligulate; phyllaries subequal, hardened and keeled in fruit, 
enclosing the outer achenes; mature achenes incurved, narrow and 
elongate, multiribbed and hispidulous; pappus of outer achenes a 
short paleaceous crown, that of the inner achenes double, the outer 
series of short pales, the inner row of longer bristle- tipped scales. 

The genus keys in Arizona Flora by modifying Division B, 

couplet 9 (p. 831) to read: 
9. Plants scapose or subscapose 133. Microseris 
9. Plants caulescent 9a 
9a. Basal rosette prominent, stem leaves few 134. Krigia 
9a. Basal rosette absent, stems leafy Hedypnois 

In April 1968 Warren Jones brought a specimen of Hedypnois 
cretica that he collected on campus to the University of Arizona 
Herbarium for identification. More recently the plant has been 
found growing as a weed in yards and along roadsides from several 
new areas within Tucson. It has also been collected along the banks 
of the Santa Cruz River north of Tucson (R. Condit, s.n., April 
1982). Hedypnois seems well established and is locally abundant 
in the area of the University of Arizona. It is native to the 
Mediterannean region, and has become rather widespread in Cali- 
fornia (Munz, 1974). 
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Crosswhite 

(review and editorial) 

Arizona 
The Land and the People 

Continued from page 2 

and then moving on to something entirely different is 
appealing to some people. 

I found immaterial the observation on page 263 that 
people failed to wave to the author from their cars on a 

country road. I found the vignettes on "McNary Blacks" 
and "Tombstone Jews" poor substitutes for more tradi- 
tional histories of accomplishments of these two ethnic 
groups. Nowhere, for example, did I find mention that 
Arizona was "discovered" by its first non -Indian explorer, 
Estéban, a black man of notable abilities. Nowhere did I 

find mention of Senator Barry Goldwater, or of his Judaic 
heritage, or of the notable legislation which he authored or 
supported, or that his political party thought so highly of 
him as to nominate him for President of the United States. 

Nor did I find mention that one of Arizona's territorial 
Governors had been the first nominee of that same Repub- 
lican Party for President of the United States. [Everyone 
remembers the second nominee, Abe Lincoln, who finally 
won.] Arizona has generated or attracted people of notable 
accomplishments. I think the enormity of the mountains 
and deserts instilled a little something extra into their 
bodies, their veins, their ambitions. Their upbeat ac- 
complishments should be a part of this book. But where do 
we find mention of Fiorello LaGuardia, who became Mayor 
of New York City, or Ira Hayes, the World War II hero of my 
Pima Indian schoolmates in the decade of the 40's? Or Dr. 
Carlos Montezuma, wealthy and prominent Chicago 
physician at the turn of the century, who became an early 
activist for Indian rights? [At 4 years of age in Arizona he 
had been the only Yavapai Indian survivor of a battle with 
the Pima.] Or Dr. Walter Reed, who while stationed at Fort 
Lowell near Tucson became interested in a cure for yellow 
fever? Or the Rev. Mr. Endicott Peabody, who preached at 
Tombstone, helped build an Episcopal church there, and 
later established a famous boys' school in Massachusetts. 
[Among the better known boys to whom he imparted 
humanistic ideals was Franklin Delano Roosevelt.] I would 
have expected a comprehensive book to have mentioned, if 
not these, then at least equivalent upbeat individualists for 
whom Arizona has been so well known. 

Instead of the book producing a road -map to understand- 
ing, so to speak, it too often carries the reader on flights of 
personal experience which are never connected up and do 
not exhaust the logical subdivisions. Scarcely the "Com- 
plete Sourcebook on Arizona." If a subject were to have ten 
logical parts, the book would fail to reveal this fact and 
might treat parts 3, 4, and 9, for example, probably because 
they were close to an author's experience, and probably in 
some arbitrary order like 4, 9, 3. For this reason, it has no 
use as a reference book. 
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The broad empty columns on almost every other page 
might be considered effective use of white space by a 

graphic design artists. I wish they had occasionally been 
used for diagrams, charts, maps or lists. The extensive 
discussion of geologic units in the Colorado Plateau section 
would have benefitted immensely from diagrams. Line 
drawings of the prehistoric animals would have been excit- 
ing. I at first supposed the book to be a replacement for 
Arizona its People and Resources previously published by 
the University of Arizona Press, which is a very useful 
reference book which I turn to frequently. If it was so 
intended, it does not fill the bill. Then I became confused by 
the titled Arizona the Land and the People, this being so 
close to Arizona Land and People currently published as a 
periodical by the University of Arizona College of Agricul- 
ture. I am hard -put to understand just what segment of the 
population the new book is intended for. Certainly not the 
academic community. Certainly not the retiree from out of 
state who is seriously learning about Arizona and wants to 
have a reference book to fall back on. Is this a coffee -table 
book for browsing? 

The authors of sections frequently go out of their as- 
signed sections and trespass on the territories of their 
neighbors. I have no complaint about the section on Ari- 
zona's Indians . Josephy's treatment is orderly, informative, 
authoritative, exhaustive, comprehensive, yet concise and 
in all ways commendable. Why, then, did so many of the 
other authors go out of their way to graze on his turf? I 

certainly would not have turned to the section on Modern 
Arizona for the extensive historical discussion of names for 
the Colorado River given on pages 255 -256. So troublesome 
were the trespasses among sections 1, 2 and 6 that I 

searched for a map to see how Mountain Islands were 
defined in relation to The Colorado Plateau and The Elu- 
sive Interior. Two repetitious full -page colored maps appear 
giving "geographical features" (page 3) and "ecological fea- 
tures" (page 15), neither of which distinguishes the three 
units one from the other. The caption on the "ecological 
features" map seems erroneous, as the features depicted are 
all geographic. In contrast, the map accompanying Biotic 
Communities of the American Southwest - United States 
and Mexico (Desert Plants, volume 4, 1982) does show 
ecological features. If one looks at its carefully drawn 
delimitations of the major natural biotic communities of 
the state, it is obvious that when these communities are 
not considered (as in the presently reviewed book), the 
discussion of the ecology becomes imprecise. 

To further complicate matters, authors of sections in 
"The Land" part of the book took free rein to discuss 
whatever they wanted, be it mostly geology (Colorado 
Plateau), plants, animals and Indians (Sonoran Desert), or 
biological concepts (Mountain Islands)! But a little knowl- 
edge of biological concepts can be a dangerous thing. I 

would like to know more about the forests of Arizona 
Cypress which ". . . covered huge expanses of North 
America ..." (page 39). I question that "sotol" and "shin 
dagger" are the same plant (page 38) or that either has 
rosettes of "poison- tipped bayonets." If this is intended as 
artistic or poetic license, I should point out that there are 
species of plants which actually do have poisonous leaf tips. 
The statement (page 43) that "undiscovered and unde- 
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scribed species and unique life forms" still await explorers 
in Arizona, while technically perhaps true, gives the 
layman a false impression of the scale of "evolution" and 
the instability of species. It would take an expert with 
highly technical knowledge in some highly specialized 
field to be competent to discover one of these "undescribed 
species." Most such discoveries would probably involve 
programs of careful interbreeding experiments or extensive 
screening of specimens with the microscope. 

Although one might be justified in saying that the 
Mojave, Sonoran and Chihuahuan deserts came into being 
as distinct regional facies after climate shifts of 9,000 years 
ago, the flat statement that "there was no deserts" (page 
23) in Arizona prior to this time is erroneous. The state- 
ment that "the ancestors of many of our familiar cactus 
varieties" were present on south -facing slopes prior to 
9,000 year ago implies that our present types arose through 
evolution during the 9,000 -year period. Preposterous! An- 
cestors of our present -day plants, yes. But scarcely 
phylogenetic ancestors of the taxonomic units! Most of the 
familiar cactus varieties themselves were already on those 
slopes. A wide diversity of desert plants existed prior to 
9,000 years ago. Their xeric habitats waxed and waned on 
either side of what is now the international boundary. It is 
incorrect to say that no desert existed; it was merely 
displaced to lower latitudes and longitudes whenever ex- 
treme cold dictated: especially during the glacial 
maximum of 17 -22 thousand years ago which held sway 
until about 9,000 years ago. But this is a wink of the eye in 
Arizona's two- billion- year -old past. Geologist D. J. Lynch 
(J. Ariz. Acad. Sci. 11: 85. 1976) gave an excellent example 
of a mid -Tertiary desert buried by a lava flow in southwest- 
ern Arizona. 

Yes, there was desert in southern Arizona even several 
million years ago. Indeed, a semipermanent subtropical 
area of atmospheric high pressure off the Pacific Coast of 
North America intensified with increasing temperature in 
the late Eocene, over 40 million years ago, to create increas- 
ing drought and desertification in the 23 to 30 degrees N 
latitude region to the east. Heat, drought and desertifica- 
tion have intensified to the present day, with minor trend 
reversals owing to the same climatic fluctuations that 
resulted in glaciation in the northern part of the continent 
in the Pliocene and Pleistocene. We should not look at the 
trend reversals as the primary phenomenon. Our outlook 
should be more comprehensive. 

Why does the discussion of Bighorn Sheep on pages 41 -52 
omit what is perhaps the most important cause of decline: 
the sheep bot fly and the ensuing osteonecrosis? The omis- 
sion of information can lead to gross misunderstandings by 
the reader: On page 102 we learn that "Among the animals 
limited to the Sonoran and Mohave deserts are . . . [8 
species] ... Yet there are other animals, some of them 
common to most hot dry regions of the Western U.S. and 
Mexico ..." Contrast this equivocal statement with the 
comprehensive 24 -page list of Sonoran Desert animals in 
Reference Handbook on the Deserts of North America 
(Greenwood Press, 1982). In that list one counts 63 mam- 
mals alone which are endemic to Sonoran Desert islands. 
One wonders why neither the 145 -page chapter on the 
Sonoran Desert in the Reference Handbook, nor the 594- 

page Reference Handbook itself, for that matter, is cited in 
the "Reference Material" section of the University of 
Arizona Press book! Could this be because the Reference 
Handbook was edited by an Arizona State University pro- 
fessor? The Reference Handbook is arranged sys- 
tematically. In addition to its comprehensive text it pro- 
vides a bibliography of over 1,300 literature citations on the 
Sonoran Desert alone which could have been made avail- 
able to readers of the presently reviewed book merely by 
citing the Reference Handbook. In contrast, Arizona the 
Land and the People cites 26 references on the Sonoran 
Desert. This is alright, but far short of the "most com- 
prehensive" approach claimed by the dust -jacket. The run- 
ning head at the top of page 283 refers to the bibliography as 
"suggested readings" although several obscure items are 
included, such as a dissertation and an unpublished report. 

The book reveals a UA /Pima County bias in numerous 
places. It falls down in its treatment of Maricopa and Pinal 
Counties, perhaps to the point of being offensive. A number 
of counties are not even mentioned. From the book we 
learn of the honorable history of Tucson but on page 98 that 
"Phoenix looked, and continues to look, to the federal 
government as a benefactor." So that's where our tax 
money goes! On page 254 we are told that the feasibility of 
the Central Arizona Project has been in doubt ever since the 
concept was proposed in 1918. If this canal, so important to 
Maricopa and Pinal Counties, leaks itself to death, another 
of man's failings will be evident and the author can say, "I 
told you so." On page 244 we read that "The great urban 
bird [Phoenix] spreading her wings across the Salt River 
Valley turned a staunchly Anglo -Saxon face toward the rest 
of the world." Pages 244 -5 paint an erroneous picture of 
conservatism in Maricopa County growing out of a power- 
ful Ku Klux Klan which 

"harassed Catholics, Blacks, Mormons and Jews ... its 
legacy lingered on in segregated schools, restricted 
public facilities, miserable farm labor camps, and occa- 
sional outbursts of racial violence directed against 
Mexicans, Asians, Blacks and Indians. Maricopa 
County became the conservative stronghold of an 
every-more conservative state." 

Would either Senator Barry Goldwater or the Mormons of 
the Salt River Valley agree with this innuendo that conser- 
vatism in Maricopa County grew out of the Klan's ac- 
tivities? 

The picture painted of Mormon settlement in Arizona on 
pages 237 -239 is not only inaccurate, but literally pokes fun 
at their religion: ". . . 'Destiny's children' they called 
themselves, expecting an increase in rainfall and an abun- 
dance of production once they had sanctified the land with 
their toil. In the end, however ... the vision of a separate 
and independent Zion evaporated in the dry Arizona air." 
The book treats the Mormons only as having founded a 
number of small communities in northeastern Arizona, 
ignoring their founding of Mesa and their immensely suc- 
cessful agriculturalization of the Salt River Valley! Having 
lived in Mesa a number of years in the decades of the 50's 
and 60's, I can have only the greatest respect for the ac- 
complishments of the Mormon people; their vision cer- 
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tainly did not evaporate in the dry Arizona air. 
A picture of the development of Arizona is presented 

emphasizing its having been plundered of its resources as a 
colonial outpost of the United States. A dismal picture is 
painted (page 144) of the Apaches seeing their rivers shrink 
and their sacred land inundated. What we might otherwise 
have seen as peaceful agriculture is portrayed (page 240) as 
having been downright vulgar: agriculture having taken 
advantage of "water sucked out of the bowels of the earth 
itself." 

Admittedly there are many ways to write and edit a book. 
What to one person might appear as an unsystematic jum- 
ble to another might be a fascinating introduction. If "in- 
troduction" this book is intended to be, and if "novice" the 
reader is supposed, then a high degree of accuracy at least is 
still in order. How does the book fare with accuracy? The 
statement that Manzanita reproduces only by seed (page 
141) is incorrect. It propagates readily by layering both in 
nature and in the nursery. The term Transition Zone is used 
for the wrong life zone on page 136. The claim concerning 
etching on page 168 was recanted in the literature by Emil 
Haury, its original proponent. Finding of wild Devil's -Claw 
in Ventana Cave strata and inferring from this that the 
cultivated form had not yet been domesticated is dangerous 
oversimplification. 

On page 41 the "beardtongue or penstemon" is depicted 
as having "blood red tubes of nectar for hummingbirds," to 
have been discovered in 1915 by Forrest Shreve in Bear 
Canyon, and to be an endangered species! Certainly the 
plant depicted on page 18 (Penstemon barbatus, although 
not named to species in the caption) does have the blood red 
tubes of nectar for hummingbirds, but the plant which is an 
endangered species discovered by Forrest Shreve in Bear 
Canyon is Penstemon discolor, a species which by no 
stretch of the imagination has blood red tubular flowers 
visited by hummingbirds. One assumes that the author 
came across two references toPenstemon and thinking that 
all penstemons are one species, combined them. By 
eliminating precision through use of vague generic terms 
such as "beardtongue or penstemon" any of nearly 300 
species from large shrubs to tiny herbs could be confused 
one with the other. Why throw away precision again by 
labelling the beautiful picture of a Western Spotted Skunk 
(Spilogale gracilis) on page 82 simply as Skunk? 

On page 83 we read that Creosotebush "jumped conti- 
nent three millions years ago when South America collided 
with North America." Quite to the contrary, the mono- 
graphic book Creosotebush resulting from the Interna- 
tional Biological Program (Dowden, Hutchinson and Ross, 
Inc., 1977) presents evidence that the species may have 
been introduced to North America a mere few thousand 
years ago by means of long -range dispersal by the Golden 
Plover or Upland Plover migrating between Argentina and 
the northern Hemisphere! 

On page 113 we read that "Geologists believe that all of 
southern Arizona was once a high plateau. Through a series 
of earthquakes, it began to arrange itself twelve to fifteen 
million years ago into the mountain ranges and valleys we 
see today." Here is another case of oversimplification. 
Geologists distinguish sharply between plateaus and 
mountains. The province was not a simple plateau before 
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the Basin and Range Disturbance. In fact this latter distur- 
bance is only the last of three stages of tectonic activity 
after Laramide times. There were mountains. Post - 
Laramide mountain -building activity in the region was 
significant before the latest 12 -15 million year period. A 
first stage began 38 million years ago, becoming of less 
importance about 24 million years ago when the second 
stage began. A piece of ocean crust had been subducted 
beneath the westward -moving North American plate, par- 
tially melting, expanding, and creating the first stage: In the 
Superstition Volcanic Field alone (east of Phoenix) nearly a 
thousand cubic miles of volcanic rock became placed over 
an area of 3,000 square miles! These were mountains in a 
fierocious sense! A second stage beginning about 24 million 
years ago was characterized by rotation of fault blocks of 
the crust and change in eruption from high silica rhyolite to 
low- silica basalt. Although the mountains were shaped 
differently than they are today, we could scarcely say that 
"all of southern Arizona" was a plateau. The earlier rhyo- 
lite and related high -silica rocks (of stage 1) are common in 
the Salt River Valley east of Phoenix, and the low- silica 
basalt (of stage 3) is common on and below the interna- 
tional boundary southwest of Tucson. But the Salt River 
Valley is as much a part of the Sonoran Desert as the land 
further south. In any event, the three stages were charac- 
teristic of the entire province when viewed comprehen- 
sively. 

Having grown up in Arizona in Pinal, Yavapai and 
Maricopa Counties, and having spent considerable time as 
a youth pursuing hunting, fishing and camping in 
Coconino County, I strongly object to "Arizona's preten- 
tions of frontier independence" (page 229) being labelled as 
"myths and fables of an Old West that never was." On page 
223 we are told that it is a "fable" that "Arizona was one of 
the last refuges of the rugged individual, a place where 
frontier virtues still prevailed -self reliance, equality, free 
enterprise." Why, then, as I grew up to explore Arizona and 
to get to know many of the cowboys and other rugged 
individualists around Casa Grande, Coolidge, Florence, the 
Salt River Valley, Prescott, Skull Valley, Williamson Val- 
ley, Perkinsville, Ash Fork, the Verde Valley, Lonesome 
Valley, and Flagstaff didn't I realize that I was living in a 
dream -a mirage? The theme that keeps cropping out in 
this book is that people with Jeffersonian ideals failed in 
Arizona and that either power -hungry corporations suc- 
ceeded or big government had to be called in. Why make 
what could have been a beautiful story dismal? It was truly 
the people of the Salt River Valley who formed the Salt 
River Project, not big government. American taxpayers 
didn't donate the money for the project; they lent it. Every 
time my father turned irrigation water into our yard in 
Mesa to water the fig, peach, orange, grapefruit, and lemon 
trees, a careful record was made so that the proper amount 
was paid. In actuality the Salt River Project operates much 
like a cooperative. 

It is easy today to tell of the sins of the early copper 
mining industry. We read in the book how the mining men 
intimidated editors, threatened ministers, bought, 
seduced, bullied, rigged, and manipulated. Looking as I 

write this at my children, I can only think of the copper 
industry that paid for the passage to America for a Welsh 
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miner who was their great -grandfather. He could never 
have come to the New World without the promise of work 
made to him by a copper company. Many Sonorans voted 
with their feet by entering Arizona for work in the mines to 
establish a good life for their families. But the book avoids 
such "upbeat" ways of looking at things in favor of an 
exploitation theme where human failings are repeatedly 
stressed. 

Colonel W. B. Thompson founded Magma Copper Com- 
pany and Newmont Mining Corporation, both of which 
have had much to do with Arizona. Was there a place in the 
book presently under review for mention of his influence? 
No! Perhaps this was because he didn't fit the role of the 
corporate villain. He not only was an upbeat person, but a 
rugged individualist, a friend of "populist" governor G. W. 
P. Hunt and of the common man. He was a noted philan- 
thropist who wanted to improve man's lot on earth. He did 
not intimidate editors, threaten ministers, buy sheriffs, 
seduce, bully or rig. He may have manipulated, yes, but 
always within the law and to promote the development of 
needed natural resources. He contributed a goodly amount 
of his money to the Red Cross for a humanitarian expedi- 
tion to help the Russian people during their revolution of 
1917 and to a non -profit institute for plant research to help 
eliminate world hunger. He established Arizona's Ar- 
boretum at Superior for the people of the state and kicked 
off what I believe was the first private fund drive of the 

University of Arizona with a handsome donation for the 
stadium. He was too upbeat for this book which ends with a 
dismal discussion of rampant growth, controversy over a 
public statue of a bandit, Central American refugees, mock 
frontier ambience, and an Arizona where "even drugstore 
cowboys are getting hard to find." 

In Arizona the Land and the People we are repeatedly 
told that the people were no match for the land. The editor 
seems cheerful in describing the Colorado River flood of 
1983 because it pointed up some human failures. After 
characterizing the river as having previously been 
"dammed, diverted, harassed, and channelled," indeed as 
"limp and lobotomized," he describes how the 1983 flood 
made the river look magnificent from the air, overrunning 
all compacts, accords, and treaties, drowning water -user 
obligations, commissions and statutes. "It showed no re- 
spect for our resource management systems, political juris- 
dictions, engineers, steel, retaining walls, or concrete bar- 
riers." Here we have nature portrayed as the "noble savage" 
and civilized man as inadequate, the recurrent theme of the 
book. In contrast, I particularly like a different book on land 
and people in the Far West, fittingly part of the Mainstream 
of America series edited by Lewis Gannett. The book is 
Men to Match My Mountains by Irving Stone (Doubleday 
and Company, 1956). The title is self -explanatory. -F. S. 
Crosswhite. 

(review) 

Saguaro. A View of Saguaro 
National Monument 
and the Tucson Basin 
Gary Paul Nabhan. Southwest Parks and Monuments 
Association. Tucson. 75 pp. $8.95 

This is a delightfully written booklet of six essays on 
Saguaro National Monument and the desert basin which 
intervenes between its eastern and western units. Subjects 
discussed are 1) plants, 2) rocks, 3) animals, 4) pools, 5) 
mountains, and 6) endangered species. The vignettes tend 
to be little informal abstracts of recent publications or 
manuscripts (file reports, theses) by local authors, interwo- 
ven with personal experiences of the author. A quotation is 
presented like a little poem to set the stage for each essay. 

Personification of cacti, rocks, and other objects of nature 
may help to ease unsophisticated readers onto a plane with 
nature so as to better appreciate it. Some of the personifica- 
tions, undoubtedly meant to be poetic or semantically 
flavorful, seem stilted, however: "Who has the tenacity to 
hang on to one of the hombres all the way around its life 
cycle . . . ?" The latter sentence makes the saguaro an 
hombre (man) and at the same time a bucking bronco 
arched with rider in a circular configuration like the dia- 
gram of a life cycle. The reader undoubtedly can envision a 
human tenaciously clinging to the back of a spiny saguaro, 
arched and thrashing through its life cycle like a bronco. 
Reading is a two -way street. The author must paint the 

written picture, but the conscientious reader is obliged to 
develop the mental image even if it takes visionary acroba- 
tics to do so. In the case of the bronco -like saguaro hombre 
above, a reader might resent having to envision discordant 
mind -altered images which, although whimsical, are de- 
scriptively misleading: the only reason a person can't stick 
with a given saguaro through its life cycle is that saguaros 
live twice as long as humans. The visions that the mind of 
the reader had to go through have nothing to do with it. 

The essay on the rocks of the Tucson Mountains con- 
cludes that the geology there is "an ornery creature" and 
that it "wildly defies explanation." Nevertheless, in read- 
ing backward in the essay, the geology seems to be 
adequately explained. Although the rock assemblage is 
technically a geologic chaos, the forces which acted to 
produce it can be individually identified and orderly dis- 
cussed. The situation itself is not chaotic. Nevertheless, 
after a quite adequate description of the geologic forces that 
operated, everything is thrown into question and made 
chaotic by the "ornery creature" statement. Despite the 
written imagery of an ornery, defiant creature, this is not 
the bronco that could not be broken. If we characterize it as 
such, we run the risk of having the public disbelieve 
geologic theories in general. There is a growing tendency 
for the public at many levels to throw up their hands and 
proclaim that rational theories of change, cause and effect 
in biology and geology are figments of our imagination and 
should be replaced by creationist doctrine. 

The success of simile should be measured by its accuracy 
as well as the power of the image it evokes. I am still trying 
to envision the concluding remark of the essay on rocks: 
". . . a rolling stone gathers no moss. It gathers history." 
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The Bitter Wild Cucumber 
of the Gila River 
Frank S. Crosswhite. Boyce Thompson Southwestern 
Arboretum. 

Those who have explored canyons and washes of 
the Gila drainage basin in southern Arizona likely 
have seen a very green cucurbitaceous vine with 
rather thin and broad mesophytic leaves covering 
spiny bushes of Desert Hackberry (Celtis pallida), 
Tomatillo (Lycium spp.), Catclaw (Acacia greggii), or 
Mesquite (Prosopis velutina). The vine produces 
spiny fruits that are quite bitter to the taste. This 
strange relative of the cucumber is Marah gilensis, 
named for the Gila River and restricted to its drainage 
basin. 

The lushness of this wild cuccumber contrasts 
sharply with the xeric aspect of the plants with which 
it grows. The Cucumber Family is basically tropical, 
so adaptations of Marah gilensis which allow it to 
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grow in our desert are of special interest. These adap- 
tations relate to seasonality. The plant appears above 
ground only during a favorable period from late win- 
ter into spring. In summer, autumn and early winter 
M. gilensis is present only as the underground tuber. 
In February or March a number of fast -growing stems 
arise from the tuber, almost like asparagus but more 
flexuous. These are not at all frost -hardy and are 
killed if a heavy freeze occurs. Since they came up 
under shrubs and small trees they are protected -from 
light freezes, however. 

Wild Cucurbitaceae not uncommonly have bitter 
fruits. For example the Gherkin (Cucumis anguria) is 
thought to be a mutant of C. longipes, a bitter wild 
African species. The Bitter Gourd (Momordica 
charantia ), fruits of which have poisoned children 
and dogs, are sliced and dried in India for making 
curry and are gathered immature in the Orient for 
cooking with meat and fish. Squashes and Pumpkins 
(Cucurbita pepo, C. moschata, C. maxima, C. 
ficifolia, C. mixta), all have non -bitter fruits but 
certainly are cultivated derivatives of wild bitter - 
fruited Cucurbita. Although the five Cucurbita 

Vikkie Bone, Jeff Clark and Kent Newland examining a 
tuber of Marah gilernis at the Boyce Thompson South- 
western Arboretum. 
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species listed above are generally considered to be 
species because they are cross -incompatible, scien- 
tists have been successful in crossing each of the five 
to Cucurbita lundelliana, a bitter -fruited wild 
species, indicating that it may have had an important 
role in origin of the cultivated group! Wild forms of 
Watermelon ( Citrullus vulgaris) can be either bitter 
or sweet, but the closely related Colocynth ( Citrullus 
colocynthus) is always bitter. Indeed, the name for 
the Watermelon genus, Citrullus, is properly trans- 
lated as "little citrus," in allusion to the bitterness. 
Juice of Colocynth is thought to be the "gall" men- 
tioned frequently in the Bible, including the "gall of 
bitterness" (Acts 8:23) and "vinegar mixed with gall" 
(Matthew 27:34). The "gall" of Colocynth is so pow- 
erful that it has been used in embalming and even to 
keep moths out of woolen clothing! 

The 10 -12 species of Marah aside from M. gilensis 
are all native to the Pacific Coast states of North 
America from British Columbia to Baja California. 
Marah gilensis is radical in distribution for the genus, 
extending eastward into the Gila drainage basin. Dr. 
Albert Kellogg chose the name Marah for the genus in 

1863. A gross error occurs in the book A California 
Flora by Philip A. Munz (University of California 
Press, 1959. pg. 1059), where Marah is said to be the 
aboriginal name for the genus. Biblical scholars will 
quickly recognize that Kellogg was alluding to the 
far -off Marah ( "bitterness" in Hebrew!), the site of 
the bitter pools of water which dismayed the Israel- 
ites after they had crossed the Red Sea and entered the 
Wilderness of Shur. Just as the innate bitterness of 
wild Cucurbitaceae has been effectively bred out of 
our presently cultivated cucumbers, melons, 
squashes and pumpkins, so too was the bitterness of 
the Israelites taken away when the waters of Marah 
were sweetened by Moses casting antidotal wood of 
the properly selected plant into the pools! Before 
sweetening of Marah the thirsty and angry Israelites 
slandered Moses in a symbolic and very powerful 
display of lack of faith. The ultimate sweetening of 
the waters can be seen symbolically as a demonstra- 
tion of good coming about through marriage of faith 
with technology. Perhaps Marah would be a good 
symbol for modern plant breeders to adopt! -F. S. 
Crosswhite 

(review) 

People of the Desert and Sea. 
Ethnobotany of the Seri. 
Richard Stephen Felger and Mary Beck Moser. University 
of Arizona Press. 1985. 435 pp. $65. 

This is such a great book that I have to seriously ask if it is 
in the running to be the best book of all time. Many reserve 
this designation for the Bible. Certainly it is the best book 
on the Seri. It is the best ethnobotanical book I know of. I 

would not be surprised to see it designated as the best book 
in the English language for 1985 or for the decade. It is 
comprehensive and a gold -mine of information. Knowledge 
from decades of research is unfolded in an orderly and 
systematic arrangement. Photographs and drawings are 
well- chosen, abundant and effectively used. 

The Seri seem to have inhabited their stretch of Sonoran 
Desert for millenia. Occupying land not suitable for ag- 
riculture, the Seri brought an ancient hunting and gather- 
ing economy right down to the 20th Century. They were 
opportunists of the first order, logically and systematically 
exploiting the resources available to them. They have 
sometimes been depicted in the literature as fierce raiders 
and even as cannibals. 

The "raiding" reputation came about when Spaniards 
introduced domestic livestock onto lands bordering the 
Seri. The Indians did not recognize private ownership of 
living uncaged animals. They saw cattle and sheep as 
additional game animals. The relationship was between 
these animals and the Seri as the hunted and the hunters. 
The Spaniards, or later the Mexicans, should not be in- 
volved, from the Seri viewpoint, in this relationship. The 
Spaniards and Mexicans, however, seeing their livestock 

fall prey to the Seri, hunted the Indians down and shot 
them. There are numerous recorded incidents of massacres 
such as the one of 1662 when "several hundred" Indians 
were killed. Prior to 1750 it had been common for the 
government to round up Seri women and deport them to 
Guatemala. 

During the decades of the 1750's to 70's, military 
campaigns were mounted by General Parrilla and Colonel 
Elizado with the avowed intention of exterminating the 
Seri. A hundred years later, during the 1850's and 60's, 
mounted cowboys with rifles from the Costa Rica Ranch 
were encouraged to kill Seris on sight. The owner of the 
ranch estimated that his men killed about half of the Seri 
during a 12 -year period. The entire San Esteban group of 
Seris was apparently killed by the military in the 1860's. 

Hatred of the Seris was so intense that women and 
children were slaughtered as well as the men. Despite 
popular opinion, evidence has apparently never been found 
that the Seri were cannibalistic. Perhaps it was easier to kill 
them if they were thought of as degenerate and cannibal- 
istic. 

The Seri surviving after centuries of repeated campaigns 
of extermination were an amalgamation of survivors from 
various bands which had once displayed considerable geo- 
graphic, ethnic, and dialectic differentiation. Since the 
differences had undoubtedly arisen through geographic 
compartmentalization of a single ancestral stock, perhaps 
the amalgamation of survivors merely reconstituted the 
original stock. In any event, Felger and Moser have been 
extremely successful in extracting a very full account from 
the Seri of their plant knowledge and traditional subsis- 
tence patterns. The Seri presented in the present book are 
culturally rich rather than impoverished. 

-F. S. Crosswhite 
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The Appleton- Whittell 
Research Ranch 
Sanctuary of the 
National Audubon Society 
continued from page 48 

in consultation with land managers, landowners, and 
scientists familiar with the environment of the 
Southwest at a conference, sponsored by the Bureau 
of Land Management, which was held on the site from 
March 2 -4, 1981. The overall research goals for the 
Sanctuary were defined as follows: 

1. The Sanctuary should continue in its role as an 
ecological control area. This role as a control is by far 
the most important function of the Sanctuary and has 
been central to its program since the inception of the 
Research Ranch. These lands act as a control for 
comparison with many land use experiments which 
are being carried out in southern Arizona at present. 
Notable examples are ranching, housing develop- 
ment, road building, mining, and small -scale farm- 
ing. 

2. Non -manipulative research on any aspect of the 
local environments is to be welcomed and encour- 
aged as facilities permit. 

3. Long -term monitoring of patterns of post -grazing 
ecological succession are to be continued and ex- 
panded. Livestock grazing at present continues to be the 
major human impact on Southwestern grasslands, and 
there is a critical need to determine its impacts on these 
ecosystems. Such research also should involve com- 
parisons with grazing on other parts of the western U.S. 

4. Riverine (streamside) habitats are of extraordinary 
importance to wildlife. There is widespread and jus- 
tified concern about the loss of these fragile South- 
western habitats. The Sanctuary should be involved 
in studies of its own and other similar habitats. 

5. Re- introduction and /or propagation of endangered 
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or threatened species should be undertaken, where 
such activities are compatible with overall Sanctuary 
goals. 

6. There is much debate about how important fire's role 
may have been in shaping the past and present vegeta- 
tion of the Southwest, particularly in its grasslands. 
This is a complex area for study because lands subjected 
to grazing often lack the levels of fuel (dead vegetation) 
sufficient to carry a fire. The Appleton -Whittell Re- 
search Ranch is in a unique position in this regard, and 
it should become a center for fire research. 

7. The Appleton -Whittell is the only sanctuary of the 
National Audubon Society whose primary stated 
purpose is basic research. Therefore, activities at this 
Sanctuary must increase the Society's contribution 
to overall basic ecological knowledge in addtion to 
contributing to other, better -known functions of the 
National Audubon Society. 

Recent work at the Sanctuary includes studies in 
plant and animal ecology in riparian, grassland, and 
savannah habitats. Other studies under way include 
palynological surveys, dendrochronology of several 
species, analysis of geomorphological processes, 
fire's effects on plant and animal distributions, and 
population genetics of selected species. The research 
is supported by several public and private funding 
sources, with the facilities provided by the National 
Audubon Society. 

Our conservation ethic and working space necessi- 
tate accepting only a few researchers at a time. The 
atmosphere is often intellectual and always mutalis- 
tic. Up to nine visiting scientists can be accommo- 
dated in addition to the scientists on the staff. Our 
facilites for visitors include a four -bedroom, three - 
bath house (the dorm) and a two -bedroom, one and 
one -half bath (the guest house). Visitors are asked to 
furnish their own linens and a low daily room fee is 
charged. Questions about visits, facilities, and fees 
should be directed to the resident manager of the 
sanctuary, Dr. Mark Stromberg (phone 602 -455- 
5522). Questions about research protocol and ac- 
tivities can be sent to the authors. 



Oak savannah at the Appleton -Whittell Research Ranch 
Sanctuary. 

The Appleton- Whittell 
Research Ranch 
Sanctuary of the 
National Audubon Society 
Jane H. Bock and Carl E. Bock. Appleton -Whittell Research 
Ranch Sanctuary, P.O. Box 44, Elgin, Arizona 85611. 

The Research Ranch was established in 1969 by 
Ariel and Frank Appleton and their four children. Its 
goal was to promote ecological research, conserva- 
tion, and education. At the time of establishment, 
domestic cattle were removed from the Ranch's 7830 
acres, and they remain excluded. In 1980, with a grant 
from the George Whittell Foundation dispersement, 
the National Audubon Society purchased the Re- 
search Ranch and incorporated it into Audubon's 
sanctuary program. The Research Ranch Foundation 
returned the purchasing money to Audubon and it 
serves as the sanctuary's endowment. Interest from 
this endowment is used to maintain the facility, but 
it does not support individual research projects. 

The Sanctuary is located in Santa Cruz County, 
southeastern Arizona, in the foothills of the 
Huachuca Mountains. Its rolling hills are covered 

with a combination of semidesert grassland and oak 
savannah. Several riverine areas are present as well; 
these are lined with large, decidious trees, including 
Wright's sycamore (Platanus wrightii Wats. ), Fre- 
mont cottonwood (Populus fremontii Wats.), velvet 
ash (Fraxinus velutina Torr.), and Arizona walnut 
(juglans major Torr.) Heller. This region of the state 
has a Chihuahuan climatic regime with a winter 
rainy period and a summer monsoon, the latter ac- 
counting for about two -thirds of the annual precipita- 
tion. The long term mean annual precipitation is just 
under 45 cm (data from R. Sang). Much of the land in 
southeastern Arizona is public, commonly held 
either by the U.S. Forest Service or the State of 
Arizona. Bureau of Land Management land is less 
common in this region. The Sanctuary reflects this 
ownership pattern; its holdings are made up of U.S. 
Forest Service, State of Arizona, and deeded portions. 
The most common land use for this region is cattle 
ranching, although real estate development for sun- 
belt residences may be more important economically 
at this time and is a growing industry. 

When the Research Ranch became an Audubon 
sanctuary in 1980, the original goals of research, 
conservation, and education were maintained. Major 
long -term research goals for the site were established 

Continued on page 47 
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